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ABSTRACT
In a time-series design, sick-leave records of three-
hundred and nine General Service employees from four
Newfoundland government head offices were analyzed over a
four-year period to determine if any change in average monthly
sick· leave use re::lulted from the introduction of a no-omoking
policy. using three dependent measures, the total-time index
(TTl), freque:ncy index (lo'!) and short-term index (STI), pre
and post measures were assessed for possible changes through
the use of ARlMA (p,d,q) procedures and ANOVA procedures whe:re
applicable. No significant change in absenteeism regardlcso
of dependent measure, time of policy inl:roduction, or
department was found. Differenceo amon') dependent measures,
the future of absenteeism rc:c,earch and the suitability of
sick· leave use as an indicator of employee well-being are
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
It hi3S been suggested that companies and governments in
North America spend billions of dollars each year in
employee absenteeism; accordIng to somC!, employee
absenteeism in the U.S. has been estimated to cost $40
billion .. year (Markowich & Silver, 1989). In Canada,
absenteeism is perceived as a growing and costly prob]~m for
Canadian governments and companies. According to a
Statistics Canada labour force survey, the work days mis'3ed
among full-time paid workers for illness or disability anci
personal or family responsibilities rose by almost a full
day, from 8.6 days per worker in 1987 to 9.4 days in 1990
(Akyeampong, 1992). In particular, between 1987 and 1990,
time lost due to illness or disability il1r;reased by a third
of a day to 6.7 days, while time lost on account of personal
or family responsibilities rose by an extra half day
(Akyeampong, 1992).
During a period when budgetary restraints limit the
earnings and development of industry, administrators have
been looking toward such employee behaviCtur as short and
long term sick-leave use, and worker's compensation as a
method of reducing expenditurel'l and increasing productivity.
Generally, such concerns have been met with van.ous sick-
leave policy options and occupational health and safety
strategies to limit the financial liability associated with
brief and prolonged episodes of employee absenteeism.
(xi)
Methods of R<>ducing A.bsent eei sm
Absence-Control polic;ill. There are several ways in
which employers attempt to reduce or control employee
absenteeism. One approach seeks to modify the existing
sick-leave policy in order to make it less appealing for
employees to take sick-leave (sometimes referred to as
positive absence-control programs). For instance, some
policies contain components which offer a reward or positive
motivation for good attendance such as letters of
commendation, employee-payments of a percentage of unused
sick leave time, 01: some other predetermined amount of money
(Markowich et a1., 1989). Other absence-control policies
are more punitive in natu1-e whereby aversive consequences,
such as dismissals or probationary periods, are imposed on
employees with poor attendance records. Recently, it seems
that many companies and governments are opting for absence-
control policies that combine features of both disciplinary
and positive-reward absence-control programs which are often
referred to as mixed-consequence systems (Markowich et al.,
1989). The "paid leave polict" is an example of such a
mixed-consequence system. The paid leave system operates by
combining all types of leave (i .e., sick, annual, and family
responsibility leave) into one package called "p<lid leave. II
While a reward system exist where employees may "cash in"
unused paid leave after a specified time period, employees
are negatively affected if they are legitimately or
illegitimately sick because, by doing so, they reduce the
number of possible days for vacation ana family
responsibility leave. Such policies have been favourably
received by private ana public organizations (Markowich et
al., 1989; Fowler, 199]).
Researchers have observed components of sick-leave
policies such as absence-control strategies to be
significantly related to absenteeism rates. For instance,
in a stuay of a public utilities company, Dalton & Mesch
(1991) fauna that a sick-leave policy exempting employees
who had accrued more than 90 days of sick leave from pay
reductions while absent served as the strongest predictor of
sick-leave use. Mathieu &. Kohler (1992), in their
investigation of absenteeism among transit operators,
attributed results to the specific structure of sick-leave
policies within each transit depot. One of the most recent
rneta~analyses conducted Farrell &: Stamm (1988) found that
organizational-wide factors (such as absence-control
policies) are not only significantly related to absenteeism,
but are stronger predictors than demographic and
psychological factors. Other researchers suggest that the
workplace culture (i.e., both formal and informal
organizational rules) does much to influence how much sick-
leave usage is acceptable such that the days lost to sick-
leave are based upon the amount of paid sick-leave days
allowed per year (Chadwick-Jones, Nicholson, & Brown, 1982):
a concept sometimes referred to as "Parkinson's Law of sick
Leave Abuse" (Kopelman, Schneller, & Silver, 1981).
However, adopting absence-control policies depends on
'\lhether employers perceive the signi ficant proportion of
sick-leave use as being illegitimate or legitimate. The
dichotomy of legitimate or illegitimate absenteeism has been
widely discussed tllroughout the literature and will receive
more attention in this investigation. comparable terms have
been used in the research such as avoidable and unavoidable
absenteeism (Dalton et aI., 1991), type A and type B
absenteeism (Chadwick-Jones, Brown, & Nicholson, 1973),
voluntary and involuntary absenteeism (Chadwick· Jones et
al., 1982) and imaginary illnesses (Markowich et aI, 1989).
Of the entire spectrum of absence research, the
avoidable/unavoidable absence dichotomy is perceived by many
social psychologists as an interesting and worthwhile domain
since employee attitudes and decision-making strategies are
fundamental to the study of what constitutes avoidable
absenteeism. Consequently, absenteeism research is one area
in which social scientific theory and research is directly
applicable to industrial problems.
The Wanness Program and No-smoking Policies. It is
logical that the introduction of absence-control policies
address concerns over avoidable (type B or imaginary)
absenteeism. However. what remains in question is the
proportion of. overall absences accounted for by avoidable
absenteeism nceded to justify the introduction of absence-
control policies. There is very little research that has
attempted to determine the proportion. Nonetheless, Dalton
et al. (1991) estimated that 60\" of all absenteeism was
avoidable. The researchers also suggested that only 25% of
the employees accounted for this type of absenteeism, a
finding which has been previously demonstrated: Garrison &
Muchinsky (1977) found between lS\" and Sat of the employees
were responsible for 90% of the paid and unpaid absenteeism.
However, since Dalton et al. (1991) derived the proportion
of avoidable absenteeism by subtracting the employee's
reported total absence from the number of sick days
officially recorded by human resource clerks, the
methodology and findings remain somewhat questionable.
Given the uncertainty in terms of what constitutes
avoidable absenteeism, another feasible approach to absence~
control focuses on reducing legitimate (unavoidable or type
AI absenteeism by introducing policies and strategies aimed
at maintaining and enhancing the physical wellHbeing of
employees in the workplace. Typically, worksite wellness
programs have centered on smoking cessation, back injury
prevention, cardiovascular fitness etc. (Tucker, Aldana, &
Friedman, 1991).
As with absence-control programs, wellness programs
have also been viewed as worthwhile strategies for reducing
absenteeism due to illness and increasing pl;oductivity
(Tucker et a1., 1990; Hatziandreu, Koplan, Weinstein,
Caspersen, & Warner, 1988; Cox, Shephard, & Corey, 1981).
Despite the fact that it is self-report in nature, such
research suggests that enhancing an employee's physical
well-being in the workplace is a viable avenue in addressing
the costs associated with excessive absenteeism and is one
of the arguments used when no-smoking policies and
associated cessation programs are introduced to governments
and companies. If fact, one recent article published in
"Benefits Canada" (a publication not known for its
scientific rigor but nonetheless acknowledged by public and
private industry) states that WStudies that monitor the
exact cost of a smoking-cessation program on a comp,ll1y's
bottom line leave little doubt that smokers impact
healthcare, absenteeism and productivityW (Harvey, 1994, p.
The Case for a No-smoking policy. Following the
publication of the Royal College of Physicians on Smoking
(1962) and the Report of Surgeon General's Advisory
Committee on Smoking and Health (1964), research on smoking
engulfed various scientific disciplines with assessments of
relationships between smoking and physical well-being,
mortality and other behavioural factors. Overall, the
findings have suggested that higher incidences of morbidity
are r.eported among cigarette smokers than non·smoicers:
people who smoke tend to have a greater incidence of
ischemic heart disease, lung cancer and other
broncopulmonary diseases, peptic ulcers, and a larger
proportion of chronic diseases (Athanasou, 1975). The most
recent figures suggest that one in four North Americans
smoke and in canada alone, 38, 000 deaths per year are
attributed to smoking (Harvey, 1994).
Although the case has been strongly stated for the
harmful effects of smoking on smokers, convincing evidence
also exists for the harmful effects on nonsmokers.
According to the Canadian Lung Association (1992), second·
hand or side-stream smoke is significantly correlated with
an increased incidence of lung cancer since bystanders are
exposed to 50 times the amount of carcinogens inhaled by the
Other studies suggest that exposure to cigarette
smoke enhances the risk of sudden infant death syndrome
(Bergman & Wiesner, 1976), elevates the risk of acute
illness in chiliren (Ca,meron & Robertson, 1973), and adult
nonsmokers exposed to slLloke display increased anxiety,
fatigue and aggression (Jones and Bogat, 1978). f)ther
research suggests that smokers and their dependents use the
healthcare system an estimated six times more than non-
smokers (Harvey, 1994). In the work setting, such findings
are critical since employees work in close quarters, daily
for hours at a time. Ferguson (1973) suggested that" ... the
, ffence smokers cause to non-smokers who must work along
side them cannot be casted (p. 64)".
In terms of business and industry, the study of the
effects of smoking ha~ had a significant impact in the areaEl
of employee sickness· absenteeism. For instance. in the
National Health Survey of the U.S. Publir Service, smokers
reported an excess of days lost from work, restricted
activity days, and days confined to bed; chronic conditions
were also reported by 11% more of the smokers. Weaver
(1973) reported that respiratory illness not only is the
1l1!ading cause of disability absenteeism, but also the major
factor in disability benefit payment. Naus, Engler,
Hctychova, (" Vavreckova (1966) found th3t the prevalence of
respiratory disease rises in a group of smokers as compnrcd
to a group of non-smokers. Coates, Dower, &. Reinstein
(1965) found that employees with chronic cough, wheezi.ng and
shortness of breath reported significantly more episodes of
respiratory infel.:tion and more absences from work because of
chest illness during a three year period than those without
these symptoms. Parkes (1983) suggested that time lost
through sickness, both in total days off a.ld number of
absences is greater aong smokers than nonsmokers. Finally,
Weis (1985) proposed that sick leave has traditionally been
a benefit used exceusively by smokers whose absenteeism
rates are at least sot greater than nonsmokers. Based on
these findings and suggestions, it is logical to propose 1\
relationship between sickness absenteeism and smoking where
respiratory disease may playa crucial role in an increased
uoage of sick·leave, and that no-smoking policies are
therefore .....orthwhile strategies.
While there have been many encouraging findings in
evaluations of no-smoking policies such as reductions in the
reported number of cigarettes consumed per day (Borland,
Owen, Hill, & Schofield, 1991; Biener, Abrams, Follick, &
Dean, 1989: Harvey, 1994), improvements in perceived air
quality (Becker, Conner, Waranch, Stillman, pennington,
Lees, & Dski, 1989), and increases in reported cessation
rates (Borland, Chapman, Owen, & Hill, 1990; Sorsensen,
Rigotti, Rosen, Pinney, I< Prible, 1991), there has not been
much experiment-based research in terms of effects on
absenteeism rates. However, as cited above, there is a
wealth of literature proposing a link between smoking
behaviour and absenteeism. Therefore, given the
relationship between employee smoking and absence due to
illness, the main objective of this study is to
unobtrusively analyze the absenteeism rates of government
workers both before and after the introduction of a no~
smoking policy in order to determine whether smoking
prohibition actually influences absenteeism rates. However,
predicting the effects of the policy on absenteeism rates is
difficult since the health effects of smoking cessation or
10
reduction on employees may take years in which to occur.
Therefore, this investigation maintains a purely exploratory
approach.
Before aspects of the design and methods are presented,
it is useful to discuss various dependent measures.
findings. and methods utilized in previous absenteeiSm
research.
Theories of Absenteeism
The withdrawal Theory of Absence. As mentioned above,
the challenge of researchers is to differentia.:e between
absences that are legitimate from those that ara not. The
distinction between the two concepts is by no means
definite. For example, some make the distinction by whether
the employee produces a medical certificate; those who do
not are assumed to be "voluntary" absences (Chadwick~Joncs,
et al., 19821. The element of choice is inherent in such
perceptions of absenteeism categories. However. Steers &.
Rhodes (1978) suggest at least three incidi;'l"ces where
absenteeism is unavoidable and therefore involuntary;
illness and accidents, transportation problems, and family
predicaments. Despite this, chadwick-Jones et al. (1982)
question this distinction since it is possible that some
accidents may be "choser:" ">: some illnesses are relative to
the individual or psychob.... ,..ie in nature. In both cases,
absences which are perceived as involuntary may in fact be
11
voluntary. Although employees may legitimize their absence
in the form of a medical certificate, doctor's notes are
quite easy to obtain if the employee complains of ailments
that are difficult to confirm medically (such as headaches
or backaches); physicians more often than not accept the
complaint as evidence for the illness (Chadwick-Jones et
al., 1962),
Since unavoidable and avoldable absenteeism is
difficult to distinguish in terms of the medical
certificate, most robust theories of absenteeism focus on
the employees' need to "withdraw" from the workplace by
either a conscious decision or subconscious need (in other
words, psychosomatic illnesses).
Hill & 'lrist's (19S3) theory of employee withdrawal,
one of the earliest in the literature, attempts to l':!xplain
how seemingly involuntary absences are voluntary. They
propose that a portion of volunt lry absellt.eeism occurs when
employees encounter conflicts in satisfactions and
obligations such that they withdraw from the work situation
by means of accidents or unauthorized absences. Once
employees become familiar with the organizational culture,
the norms of the organization are internalized by employees
who become aware of t he types and amounts of absences
tolerated. According to Hill &. Triat (1953), the employee
realizes the amount of absences without permission which is
tolerable by the employer and therefore, any absences beyond
12
the permissible amount occur in the form of minor accid~nt9
?r ailments. While Hill" Triat's (1953) theory has been
influential, it has been criticized for not emphasizing the
group nature of the absence phenomenon (Chadwick·Jones et
al .• 1982). While they do discuss the importance of social
norms and internalization, they explain a group-based
phenomenon in terms of tbe individual utilizing
Ilncertificated sickness absence as a means of coping with
stress, or "individual internal problems~ (Ch?dwick-Joncs et
ai., 1982, p.lO),
§Q£ip....L..E.xchange Theory of Absenteeism. In a variation
of the withdrawal perspective of absenteeism, Chadwick-Jones
et al. (1982) propose a th\!ory which emph"sizes the social
context. The interaction between employees and employers is
seen as a social exchange based upon both forma I and
infornal contracts. Such fonnal contracts are pay levels,
rules and policies, hours, job duties etc., while infonnal
contracts contain supfl-rvisory styles, peer-group relations,
and, relevant for thi:co discussion, absences from work.
Absences are a negative exchange in that something is taken
away and withheld. IT!- this way, absences are underntood as
something that occurs in response to negative working
conditions, ~absences m.:lY be traded against negative factors
such as overly rigid working s..:hedules" (Chadwick-Jones et
a1., 1982, p.ll).
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Consistent with Hill &. Triat's (1953) theory, Chadwick-
Jones et al. (1982) suggest that employoges internalize the
organizational rules surrounding the frequency and duration
of permissible absenteeism and therefore reflect social
exchange within an organization. However, among exchanges
between individuale and work groups or work groups and
management, Ch ..dwick-JLlnes et al. (1982) found it
inconceivable that there could be an exchange between the
individual and the organization without the social
conditions and rules. The research performed by Chadwick~
Jones et a1. (1982) is consistent with their claim that
absences are part of an informal contract between the
employee and the organization, given the particular working
conditions. In a study of sev~ral organizations, they
observed distinct absenteeislll patterns within each in terms
of seasonal fluctuations, total time used per en:ployee and
the frequency of absenteeism episodes.
Types of Absence Measures
The Time~Lost Measure of Absence. As mentioned
earlier, researchers suggest that voluntary absences occur
even if the employee produces a medical certificate
legitimizing the illness (Chadwick~Jone8 et a1., 1982).
Support for this comes from research demonstrating a change
in absenteeism rates corresponding to changes in Bick~leave
policies le.g., Dalton, et aI, 1991, See above). However,
"
it is very difficult to determine how much of the voluntary
absenteeism disguised as certificated absenteeism exists.
Chadwick-Jones et al. (1982; 1973) propose that certain
types of abs~ncc measurements are better than others for
capturing voluntary absences, Accordingly, they believe
that voluntary 03bsenteeism is probably missed if both short
and long-term absence data are incorporated into one
Therefore, absence estimates based on timl2!~loat
measures contain more legitimate (or involuntary) c,J.scs of
absenteeism simply because these estimates are heavily
weighted with long-term absences.
The time-lost category of measurements, the most \-lidely
used indices of absenteeism (Farrell et al., 1988), are
simply "the p('rcent~ge of possible or I.chedulcd working time
lost due to all types of absences' (Chadwick-Jonl!:s at al.
1982, p.5S). Most research studying various predictors of
absenteeism have correlated personal and psychological
factors with time-lost measures (Farrell et al., 1988;
Chadwick-Jones et al., 19731. However, since voluntary
absences tend to be more short-term in nature, time-lost
measures are seen as less sensitive to voluntary absences.
Consequently, time-lost measures have been criticized as
being biased toward long-term absences and therefore
inadequate measures of absenteeism (Garrison et al .• 1977).
Chadwick·Jones et al. (1982) suggest none man away from work
for one month with pneumoconiosis will contribute as much to
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the time-lost statistic as ten men who choose to rake 2-3
days a month" (p.56). However, Chadwick-Jones e'~ 031. (1973)
do suggest that while time~lost measures may not be useful
for voluntary absences, "they may help research in
industrial medicine which is concerned with variation in
type A (or unavoidable) sickness absence only" jp. 76). As
well, time-lost measures are also useful for investigations
into the estimation of financial liability incurred by
organizeltions (Martocchio, 1992).
Instead of the time· lost measures,
alternative used to capture the voluntary absence phenomenon
is the frequency index. This index is simply the number of
obsences occurring in a given time period. While time· lost
indices have been recognized as heavily weighted for long-
term absences (and thus unavoidable absences), frequency
indices have been perceived as a more accurate measure of
avoidable absences (Chadwick· Jones et al., 1973). In their
research of four clothing manufacturers, Chadwick-Jones et
a!. (1973) compared three indices (time-lost, frequency
index and short-term measures) and concluded that frequency
and short - term measures were more accurate in indexing
absences which were voluntary in nature than time-lost
,.
Short-term (or attitudinal) indices are derivations of
frequency indices which take into account the number of
absences less than a given duration (usually two d..tys or
less). For example, Chadwick-Jones et al. (l9731 designated
those absence· episodes ....'hieh were two days in duration or
less as short-term or attitudinal illnesses. Such indices
are even more sensitive to voluntary absence than frequency
indices (Chadwick·Jones et a1., 1982).
Given the wide variation in dependent measures of
absenteeism, l"luchinsky (1917) suggested that absenteeism is
"burdened" by the inconsistent use of various dbscntccism
measures because of the difficulty of comparing between
studies. P'lrthermore, Muchinsky (1977) added that while a
few studies have attempted to gauge the reliability of the
absenteeism measures they employed, almost none of the
articles he reviewed attempted to determine the validity of
the measures; - ... the methodological hodgepodge surrounding
absenteeism indices plagues the evaluation and
interpretation of absenteeism research- (p.322). However,
Muchinsky (1977) also admitted that it will be extremely
difficult to produce a single measure of absenteeism that
will encompass the various types of absences.
Correlates of Absenteeism
In terms of the predictor variables studied in absence
research, three main categories have been cited. The
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category gaining most attention in the literature has been
psychological correlates such as job satisfaction,
organizational commitment, stress, and job involvement.
Much of this attention probably stems from the withdrawal
interpretation of absenteeism. The category which has also
received attention includes personal factors such as the
demographic variables, age and tenure. Finally. the
category receiving little attention relative to
psychological and personal factors consists of
organizational-wide variables such as the effects of variouB
type of sick-leave policies and absence control policies
(Farrell et al., 1988).
~ical factors and absenteeism. In terms of
relationships between psychological factors and absenteeism,
most have focused on worker attitudes or employee
satisfaction and absenteeism. Nicholson, Brown, & Chadwick-
Jones (1976) SUggBst several reasons why employee absence
and job satisfaction have been a popular pair in the
research. First of all, they suggest that the concept makes
intuitive sense - if people are dissatisfied with their
jobs, they will withdraw from the work situation. The term
"withdraw" suggests another reason for popularity of the job
satisfaction-absence relationship in that it is consistent
with the Mwithdrawal theory" of absenteeism proposed by Hill
& Trist (1953) (and the social exchange theory offered by
,.
Chadwick-Jones et al., 1982). As well, the relationship is
common because it provides justification for employers to
actively look for ways to improve the quality of the
employee work. experience. Finally, there appears to be a
number of reports demonstrating a relationship between
worker attitudes and absenteeism.
While there have been many published articles about the
satisfaction-absence relationship and several literature
reviews integrating their results, as is typical of
absenteeism research, inconsistencies are even inherent in
the review articles. Muchinsky (1977). despite being very
critical of the inconsistencies among absenteeism
investigations, concluded that highly consistent results
have been observed in reports relating job satisfaction to
absenteeism; in most of the studies, r~Sl3'archers found a
significant, negative relationship between the tw')
parameters. He further concluded that this finding was •.
highly logical in that withdrawal from work should be
related to attitudes towards work- (p. 3261.
However, Nicholson et al. (1976) were more critical of
the job satisfaction·absenteeism research. In an assessment
of many of the same articles cited by Muchinsky (19771,
Nicholson et al. (1976) (also reported in Chadwick-Jones et
a1., 1982) separated them into three groups, "individual
correlational" (absence and satisfaction scores are
correlated across individuals), ·contrasted groups· (groups
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or classes of high and low scores are divided and analyzed)
or "group correlational" (average absences and satisfaction
scores are correlated) (p. 729). Nicholson et a1. (1977)
found that despite being more rigorous, "individual
correlational" studies exhibited as many significant
correlations as nonsignificant correlations. Further,
"contrast group" studies, despite being unanimous in their
findings (1 .e., significant, negative relationships), were
perceived as difficult to interpret since half presented
only descriptive statistics and selective grouping of
extreme scores may have yielded artificial differences not
based on linear associations between the absences and job
satisfaction. Finally, in the "group correlational"
category, they suggested that they are improper studies on
absenteeism becauoe the authors neglected individual
variance by grouping the data.
Consequently, when Nicholson et al. (1976) carried out
a study of 1222 male and female production workers in 16
organizations differing in technologies, they found that no
significant relationship existed between job satisfaction
and absenteeism in most of the organizations studied. They
concluded that the common perception that job satisfaction
is a consistent and significant predictor of absenteeism is
ftempirically unsupportable ft (p. 735). Chadwick-Jones et 011.
(1982) state that "it is not possible to establish more than
a weak connection between job satisfactions and absences"
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(p. 99). Later meta~analyscs found similar results
reflecting the weak relationship between absences and job
satisfaction (Scott & Taylor, 1965).
Personal Factors and Absenteeism. Personal factors
such as the demographic variables, age and tenure, haw· ..1),10
been widely studied (Farrell et al .• 1988). While aL "ii"l,
investigating possible gender differences exist (e.g.,
Pines, Skulkeo, Pollak, Peritz, & Steif, 1985; Perris,
Bergin, & Wayne, 1988), none of the existing literature
reviews summarizes the findings (Farrell et al., 1988). In
terms of research on employee age, the basic suggestion is
that we should expect less absenteeism in older employees
(Chadwick-Jones et al., 1982). Theo:n::tically, some
postulate that older workers are more settled into work
schedules and routines and may participate less in leisure
group activities, have "fewer outside social activities" or
"a smaller number of friends" (Chadwick-Jones et al., 1982,
p. 106). On the other hand, if some forms of absenteeism
are seen as a form of reaction to rigid work schedules,
younger employees may have a stronger reaction than older
employees (Chadwick-Jones et al., 1982).
There have been many articles published about employee
age and tenure since they have been used to explain
additional variance in job satisfaction/absence studies
(Staw, 1984), Hacked & Guion (1985) attributed the weak-neon
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of job satisfaction and absence relationship to the
confounding affects of a consistent negative relationship
between age and absenteeism. Muchinsky (1977) reviewed five
age/absence and three tenure/absence reports only to
conclude that results were highly inconsistent. However.
Chadwick-Jones et al. (l982) reviewed 28 cross~sectional
studies and found that age and length of service were strong
and negative predictors for absence measures representing
short, casual absences (i.e., frequency and short term
measures) and that few significant correlations were found
between age or length of service when the time~lost measure
was used (i.e., the sickness or involuntary measure). Based
on these results, Chadwick·Jones et al. (1982) concluded
that young, short-service work~rs, especially milles, have 1.l.
higher susceptibility to casual absences, while
relationships between longer-term absence (time-lost) and
age and length are more variable.
Work Envi ronmental and Organizational factors.
Most of the research focusing on work environment and
organizational factors has concentrated on organization-size
with the most consistent finding being a positive
correlation with absence rate (Muchinsky, 1977; Porter &
Steers, 1973). Other less scrutinized variables also
demonstrating significant relationships include pay-level,
job-autonomy, the effects of incentive pay and disciplinary
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systems aimed at controlling absenteeism and task
repetitiveness (Farrell" Stamm, 1982; Muchinsky, 1977;
Porter '- Steers, 19731.
In terms of organizational-size, Porter et al. 119731
theorized that the larger an organization, -the lower group
cohesiveness, higher ta!Jk specialization and poorer employee
communication- (p. 159). As a result, employees find it
difficult to reach full expectation in the posit.ion and
therefore decreased satisfaction and hence an increased
desire to withdraw. Porter et al. (1973) further sugg0sted
that such a trend would not be as prevalent among white·
collar workers because they typically exper~.ence more job
autonomy and intrinsic incentives. I\,'hile this suggestion
seems intui tively feasible, there is little reGearch
demonstrating a different trend among blue and white collar
workers. Nonetheless, Muchinsky 11977) did cite one article
(Metzner" Mann, 1953) demonstrating a difference and the
Chadwick-Jones et al. (1982) research on absenteeism trenda
among different industries also showed different absenteeism
rates among employees fr"llll different occu;:ational groups.
From their findings, Chadwick-Jones et al. (1982) suggested
that different occupational groups seem to develop their own
"rules" in terms of the amount and frequency of aboenteeism
deemed accept~ble in the organization and such "absence
cultures" serve as important moderating variables between
predictors and indices of absenteeism.
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In a comprehensive meta~analysis of various correlates
of absenteeism, Farrell & Stamm (1988) categorized 72
studies with respect to the type of dependent measure (time-
lost or frequency) and predictor type (psychological,
demographic, work environment or organization-wide factors).
The researchers determined that both organization-\oIide (pay
and absence-control policies) and work-environment (task
autonomy) factors were better predictors of absenteeism than
demographic and psychological factors. In fact, for both
measures of absenteeism (frequency and time-lost),
organizational-wide and work environment factors had
consistent effects more than twice as often as did the same
number of correlates in the demographic and psychological
categories. As well, all of the consistent organizational-
wide or work environment factors were statistically
significant. Based on such research, it seems that work
environment and organization~wide varia"oles are the most
promising areas in absence research.
Objectives of the Present Analysis
On April 1st, 1991, the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador adopted a "Smoke Free Workplace policy" for
government employees. This total smoking ban included
offices, hallways, washrooms, cafeterias, etc. According to
notices sent to each department, the policy was introduced
to ..... provide a safe and healthy work environment free from
the harmful effects of tobacco smoke." Government also
offered smoking cessation programs for interested employees.
While April, 1991 was the general deadline for each
department to implement the policy, several departments had
already been smoke-free for as many as three years prior to
this date.
In light of this event and previous studies on smoking
and absenteeism, the present investigation seeks to explO1:e
the dynamics of employee absenteeism before and after the
introduction of the no-smoking policy in Newfoundland's
Public Service. In II time-series design, employee sick-
leave records art: analyzed to see whether there is a change.
Since previous research demonstrates a sensitivit.y
difference among various measures in terms of avoidable and
unavoidable absence, total-time (also referred to above as
the time-lost measure). frequency and short term indices are
used.
This study is exploratory in nature and therefore does
not make definite predictions with respect to c1bsenteeism
rates following the policy introduction. In part' r:ular,
there is a problem in estimat.ing the time during which
involuntary absenteeism will be affected. It seems likely
that there will be no immediate impact on involuntary
absenteeism because health effects of smoking cessation or
reduction may take several years in which to manifest.
Consequently, it is probable that no change in the total-
2S
time measure of absenteeism will result during ~he test.
period. However, we lIlay predic't a change in voluntary
illness as indexed by both the frequenry and short term
Jne<lsures since the work environment is more comfortable for
those who are bothered by tobacco smoke. More specifically,
those individuals who have made decisions to wit.hdraw from
the workplace due to excessive smoking may reduce their
withdrawal behaviour when the environment becomes smoke
free.
'6
METHOD
Three hundred and nine General Service (GS) wo":c;ers
from Newfoundland's Provincial Government were the subjects
of this investigation. In order to limit the potential
effects of occupational group (an important component of
absence behaviour, chadwick-Jones et al., 1982, 1973), only
GS employees were included. This bargaining unit, which
comprises more than sot of all unionized workers in the
Newfoundland Government, has a fairly equal distribution of
male and female employees. It represents most office~
oriented, non-management workers and abides by the same
sick-leave policy which has not been altered since its
introduction.
Employee Location and Departments
The fact that pUblic service workers are distributed
throughout the province offered some threat to the
interpretation of results. Therefore, only those employees
from two buildings in which head offices are located were
selected. This was done to minimize the potential effects
of distinctive variables operating at different worksites.
General Service employees working in head offices were
differentiated from those working at other worksites by
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spatial-layout drawings created by an architectural-
consulting firm frequently employed by government.
Of the 18 departments (See Table 1) I 4 were selected
for two reasons. First, there was a three-year difference
in pOlicy-introduction time. This strengthens the internal
validity of the results by minimizing any threat due to
history {Campbell & Stanley, 1966}. Second, these
departments were selected because they did not experience
significant changes or reorganizations in the past several
years. The four departments selected, the elates of the 00-
smoking policy introduction and the number of employees
included are presented in Table 2. While there has been
!:lome staff turnover in recent years, these departments have
remained reasonably constant in terms of employee-numbers,
physical location and jurisdiction or purpose.
~
As opposed to the correlationa_/self-report approach
typically utilized in evaluations of no-smoking policies,
the approach employed here is quasi~experimental. Utilizing
employee sick· leave records from April, 1989 to March, 1993
for the Departments of Finance and Employment and Labour
Relations, and April, 1986 to March 1990, for the
Departments of Education and Social Services, sick-leave
use, both before and after the policy introduction,
compared in a time-series analysis.
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Departments of the Newfoundland Public Service and those
selected for this investigation
Auditor General
Industry, Trade and Technology
Education·
Employment and Labour Relations ."
Environment and Lands
Executiv<! Council
Finance •
Fisheries
Forest and Agriculture
Work, Service and Transportation
Health
Legislat"lre
Justice
Mines and Energy
Municipal and
Provincial Affairs
Publ ic Service Comm.
Social Services ."
Tourism and Culture
--------------------
Selected Departments
"T~
Selected departments, dates of policy introduction, and the
number of GS employees included from each
Department
Bducation
Finance
Social Services
Employment &
f..abour Relations
Total
Policy Introduction
Date
March, 1988
April, 1991
January, 1988
April, 1991
Number of
Employees
• 60
** 98
70
• 81
30'
Total number of as employee!! in head office
n..ndomly selected from the Dept of Finance
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such a de~ign allows for the observation of seasonal
fluctuations in absenteeism and signifies the influence of
other significant events occurring during 1;.he same time
period. It has the added strength of incorporating four
groups or departments, experiencing the introduction of the
same policy at different times, as control groups (such a
design has been termed a "multiple group t\esign with
switching replications", Campbell & st~nley, 1966). Thus,
if changes in absenteeism rates occur in more than one
department after policy introduction, strong evidence for
the policy's effect would be apparent and the threat of
history would be weakened (Campbell & Stanley, 1966).
Similarly, if no changes in absenteeism among the
departments result, there would be strong Qv1.dence of the
policies lack of effect on absenteeism.
Unfortunately, the archival nature of this design makes
it impossible to compare sick-leave use between smoking and
non-smoking populations. While this was the original
intention, obtaining permission from the unions to survey
employees about their smoking status was seen as politically
sensitive and therefore discouraged by Treasury Doard
officials. The reason for this concerned the fact that
unions were, at that time, bargaining for a new collective
agreement including sick-leave benefits. consequently, it
was felt that canvassing unions for permission to survey
employees could have jeopardized bargaining and research.
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To measure sick-leave usage, three indices were used.
The tot.al-time (also referred to as the time~lost measure),
frequency and short term indices were employed based on the
proposition that each measure is uniquely sensitive to both
voluntary and involuntary absenteeism. As discussed above,
the total-time index appears to be a more sensitive measure
of involuntary or unavoidable absenteeism since it is more
biased toward longer-term absences which are typically
perceived as legitimate. conversely, both frequency and
short term (or attitudinal) indices .::lre perceived as a more
powerful measure of voluntary or avoidable absenteeism since
they gauge the number of absence episodes (the short term
index being the most sensitive) (chadwick~Jones et al.,
1962; Farrell et al., 1966).
All three measures were based upon monthly averages and
were calculated as follows:
A. the Total~Time Index (TTl) - the average number of
sick-leave days per employee, per month,
B. the Frequency Index (FI) - the average number of
sick-leave episodes per employee, per month, and
C. the Short-Term Index (STI) ~ the average number of
sick-leave episodes where the number of days is
two Qr less, per employee, per month2 •
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The Departments of Social Set'vices, Finance, and
Employment and Labour Relations were represented by 48 TTl
measures, 48 FI measures, and 48 SIr measures, while the
Department of Education was represented by 47 TTl, FI and
SII measures.
The Analysis
The statistical analysis of data was carried out by
conducting auto~rC9rCGsive integrative moving average
analyses (ARlMA(p, d,q)) developed by Box & Jenkins (1976).
For each dependent measure, average monthly sick-leave use
was modeled for each government department separately and
for all departments combined. In total, lS autocorrelation
functions and partial autocorrelation functions were
produced representing the three measures of the four
departments plus three additional measures of all
departments combined.
Through the process of model identification, we
determined whethe't" the scores representing the time-series
illustrations of each department were autocorrelated (and
therefore required the "intervention" method of data
analysis) or not autocorrelated thus permitting the
traditional Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) analysis of
variance (ANOVA) procedures (McCain & McCleary, 1979).
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RESULTS
~f the Total-Time Index (TTr)
In the analyses to follow, all observations are based
on a specific measure of sick-leave usage called the Total
Time Index (TTl) representing the average number of monthly
sick:.lcave days taken per employeeJ •
A.nalysis of TIl Measures for the Departmsnt of Sodal
Illustrated in Figure 1 are the monthly TTl's
for the Department of Social Services before and after the
no-smokIng policy was introduced during January, 1988. The
average monthly number of days taken by each employee ranged
from 0.3 days to 1.5 days (See Appendix A) .
In Figure 2, both the ACF and PACF plots are displayed.
The ACF appears stationary thus suggesting a zero value for
the d component of the ARIMA model. As well, the ACF
appears to die out exponentially while the PACF has one lone.
spike at the first lag. This suggests an autoregressive
process whereby the previous value in a series allows for
the prediction the current value. Since this series was
identified as an autoregressive process, a value of one was
assigned to the p component of the ARIMA model. Based on
the ACF and PACF plots, the TTI series of the Department of
Social Services was best represented by the ARIMA (1,0,0)
model.
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Figure 2: .. TTl ACF an~ PACF Cor the Dept of Social Services
Given this proposed model, an estimation of the
magnitude of the dependency of adjacent points in the time
series was carried out. In this case, the autoregressive
correlation coefficient was estimated to be 0.406 (t.
2.86, P ,. .006). Since the autoregressive coefficient did
not equal or exceed plus 1 and was significant at the .001
level, the proposed model was retained.
In the diagnosis stage, the model was tested to
determine whether it accounteci for the behaviour of the
series and left only uncorrelated error unaccounted for.
This was achieved by checking the ACF of the residuals to
see whether they behaved as a white noise proceA9. lis can
be seen in Figure 3, there were no spikes beyond the 95'
confidence limits at either lag and all Q·statistics were
not significant. Therefore, based on the results of this
diagnosis stage, the ARIMA {l,O,Ol model was considered
acceptable.
Intervention Analysis of TTl Measures [or the
Department Qf SQcial Service. Once an adequate model for
the series was identified, we incorporated an intervention
term representing the no-smoking policy introduction into
the equation. Because we were interested in whether a
prolonged change existed in sick-leave behaviour following
the policy introduction, we introduced a simple step
function by employing dummy variables.
3'
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3.
A value of zero was assigned to the series prior to the
policy introduction and a value of one was introduced at the
point of policy introduction (January, 1988). and for every
point after.
In general, once an intel·Vi.mtion component is
introduced, the ARlMA analysis yields a coefficient
indicating the direction of the change (if any) and how wC'll
the series is explained by the inter....ention. Ge.nerally, a
negative sigo suggests a decreasing trend illld a positive
sign suggests an increasing trend. In the case of the
Social Service time-series datA, the coefficient observed
was 0.482 (p = 0.109). While the positive coefficient
suggested a slight increase in the TTl, it was not
significant. Based on this analysis, there was no
significant change in sick-leave use for social Services
(as indexed by the TTl) following the introduction of the
no-smoking policy.
Analysis of TTl Mgasures for the Denartment of
~. Figure 4 illustrates the TTl time-series for
the Department of Education before and after the no-smoking
policy introduction during March, 1988. As with '"h.::
Department of Social Services, the TTl for the Department of
Education ranged roughly between 0.3 and 1.6 days per month
(See Appendix B) .
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However, unlike social Services, Education's ACF and
PACF plots (shown in Figure 5) exhibited no significant
correlat ions among any of its monthly TTl's as demonstrated
by the absence of autocorrelation spikes beyond the 95\
confidence limits and no significant Q-statistics at any
lag. Based on the appearances of the ACF and PACF I the TTl
series did not require differencing (hence a zero d value),
and contained no evidence of an autoregressive or moving
average component (and hence zero p and q values). As a
result, the model was given an ARlMA (0,0,0) structure.
Since the TTl values were not significantly correlated
at any lag, we compared the scores before the policy
introduction with those after by means of ANOVA (the
assumption of independence was not violated). While some
researchers suggest that repeated measures ANOVAs are more
appropriate in such cases (at least 50 to 100 cases with
uncorrelated errors, McCain & McCleary, 1979), given that
each score in the time-series was uncorrelated, we felt it
unnecessary to account for non· significant correlations
through repeated measure!:! procedures. Therefore, for all
analyses tiJdt require ANOVA in this section, all pre and
pJst scores are treated indepelldently.
1>. comparison of the pre-TTL values (24 scores with a
mean of 0.7865 days) with the post-TTL values (23 scores
with a mean of 0.7058 days) indicated no significant
difference (F(1,46) •. 84, P .. 0.365),
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Figure 7 - TTl ACF and PACF for the r;ept of Fin"nce
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Hence. no significant change in the average number of sick-
leave days resulted after the no-smokif'!.9 policy
introduction.
Analysis of TTl Measures for theQe~
~. The time-series plot for the Department of Finance
is shown in Figure 6. From April, 1989 to March, 1993, the
TTl fluctuated between approximately 0.4 days and 1.5 days
per month (see Appendix cl. The figure also shows the
introduction of the no-smoking policy during ApriL 1991
{the last deadline given to all remaining provincial
departments not yet completely smoke freel.
Again, looking at the AeF and PACF illustrations in
Figure 1, while there is a slight spike exceeding the 95t
confidence level at lag 8, no significant Q-statistics exist
among any lag. Therefore, similar to Education, the mCY:lel
identified for the Department of Finance was ARrHA (0,0,01.
Given the independence among 'M'I po\nts, the TTl values.
prior to the introduction of the no-smoking policy (24
scores with a mean of 0.8548 days) were compared to the TTl
scores following the no-smoking policy (24 scores with a
mean of O. 8BB5 days) using ANOV1I.. Based on the analysis of
Department of Finance 'M'I measures, no significant
difference was found (F(l,47) ... 28, P • 0.602).
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Analysi § of TTl Measures for the Department of
Employment and I.abour Relations. The time-series
illustral1.on for the Department of Employment and Labour
Relations is shown in Figure 8. The highest 'M'I value of
the series occurs August, 1990 (1.7S days) and December,
1991 (1.78 days) and the lowest occurs July, 1989 (roughly
0.6 days) (see Appendix DJ. It also appears that larger,
more variable peaks occur in 1990 and 1991 while relatively
small ones occur in 1989 and 1992.
1\CF' and PAClo" plots for Employment and Labour Relations
are displayed in Figure 9. Despite the AeF spike at lag 7,
the exponential decay of spikes in the ACF and the one lone
spike in the PACF suggested the existence of a stationary,
autoregressive process. The values of 1, 0 and ° were
therefore assigned to p, d, and q respectively (an ARlMA
(1,0,0) model).
Given this tentative ARlMA model, the model parameters
were estimated. In this case, an autoregressive correlation.
coefficient was estimated at 0.339 It. 2.46, p" .011).
::'J..nce the absolute value of the coefficient was less than 1
and statistically significant, the model was retained.
Finally, as indicated by the ACF plot of the residuals
resulting from the estimation phase (See Figure 10), the
ARlMA (1,0,0,) model was deemed suitable because no ACF
spikes occurred beyond the 95% confidence intervals and
significant Q~statistics were absent.
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Intervp-nt!on AnalYsis of TTl Measures for the
Department of Employment and Labour Relations. Similar to
previous procedures, an intervention was incorporated into
the model to determine whether it significantly contributed
to the explanation of TTl dynamics. As with the Department
of Social Services, a simple step function was introduced.
By assigning dummy variables representing the pre and post
intervention to the model (0 and 1 respectively), a
correlation coefficient rating the magnitude of the
intervention was observed at 0.16 (t = 0.4.71, P '" .639).
Since this coefficient was not significant, there was no
change in the average number of monthly sick-leave days
following the introduction of the no~smoking policy.
8lli!.lysis of TTl Measures for all Departments Combined.
In order to assess the combined dynamics of the total
average monthly usage of sick-leave, the pre and post-ITI
measures were combined for all four departments. Regardless;
of the year or month durj.ng which no-smoking policies were
introduced, data were entered such that the pre-policy
months for each department corresponded with one another
(e.g., t-24, t-23, ... t-l): the policy introduction stood
at time zero. Post-policy months were entered in a similar
fashion (e.g., t+l, t+2, ... , t+23). Given this data-entry
format, the average number of sick-leave days per person,
per month for all departments combined could be determined.
so
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Figure 12 - TTl AeF and PJlCF for all departments combined
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Figure 11 displays the time-series plC't for all
departments with the policy introduction at time zero. As
the figure indicates. TIl values ranged between o. sa days at
T-23 and 1.14 at T-1S (see Appendix E). Through visual
inspection, it also appears as though the TTl values are
more variable before the policy was introduced.
continuing with the model identification process, both
the ACF and PACF plots are presented in Figure 12. The ACF
shows spikes at lags 1 and 4 and then appears to die out
exponentially. Given the lone spike at lag 1 of the Pl\CF
plot, an ARlMA (1,0,0) model was tested. As with the
Departments of Social Services and Employment and Labour
Relations, th·! model was identified af:l an autoregressive
process without the need for differl!ncing. Consequently. a
value of 1 was assigned to the p component and 0 for the d
and q components.
In the parameter estimation phase. the autoregressive
correlation coefficient was found to be 0.484 (t • 3.77, P •.
. 0004). Since the coefficient had a value le9S than 1 and
was statistically significant. further support was given to
the adequacy of the ARIHA (1,0,0) model.
In the final stage of assessing model suitability. the
residuals of the model estimation process were plotted to
determine if all that remained was unc:orrelated error. As
Figure 13 shows. the residuals did behave as white noise as
the Q-statistics at every lag were not significant and
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Figure 11 ACF for residuals afal! department combined
ACF spikes extended beyond the 95\ confidence limit. As a
result, the ARIMA (1,0,0) model was considered iln
appropriate model for the series.
Intervention Analysis of TTl Measures for flll
pepartments Cpmbined. Similar to the Social Service and
Employment and Labour Relations' interv~ntion analyses, we
introduced a step function whereby all periods prior to the
policy introduction were assigned dummy variable values of 0
while those after were assigned dummy vari<'lble values of 1.
By incorporating this intervention component into the model,
the analysis of the step (unction yielded a non-significant
step coefficient of 0.044 (t = 0.283, p" .779). Baaed on
this finding, it seems evident for all departments combined
that no significant change in the TTl occurred following the
introduction of the no-smoking policy.
Analyses of the Frequency Index !FI)
This section focuses on similar analyses for a mea',,,":'e
denoting the average number of sick-leave episodes per
month, per employee (the Frequencv Index (FI) I.
~is of FI Measures for the Departm~!l.t.,..2i.......S..~
~. The FI time-series plot for the Department of
Social Services is presented in Figure 14. FI values runge
between 0.71 episodes during January, 1966 (the policy
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Figure 15 • FI ACF .nd PACF for the Dept of Socilll Services
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introduction date) and an unusually low value of 0.10
episodes during September, 1986 (See Appendix A). It was
later determined that this low FI value was the result of a
two-week general strike that occurred at that time. It is
interesting to note that the strike influenced the PI
measure but not the TTl measure. Perhaps the TT! measure
accounted for people who went on extended sick-leave just
prior to the strike and remained on it during the strike.
The result therefore would be a less notable dip in sick-
leave use. For the PI however, people on strike cannot use
sick-leave even once, let alone on a more frequent basis.
Hence, we see a more extreme dip in the FI measure.
Based on the ACF and PACF illustrations in Figure 15,
it is evident that no significant relationship exists among
the FI points since none of the ACF spikes exceed the 95%
confidence limits and significant Q-statistics are absent at
every lag. Given the absence of significant dep~ndence
among FI scores, the model was identified as an ARIMI\.
(0,0,0) model.
As a result, FI values prior to policy introduction (a
mean of 0.4509 episodes) were compared to the remaining FI
values (a mean of 0.4923 episodes) by means of ANOVA. The
results showed that no significant difference was observed
between pre- and post-policy FI scores (F(1,47) '" 1.23, P '"
0.272). Hen::e, no significant change in the average monthly
sick-leave episodes was found following policy introduction.
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Figurl'! 17 _ FI ACF' lind PACF' for the Dept of Education
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Analysis of EX Measures for the Department of
Similar to the trend demonstrated in Figure
14, the FI time·series for the Department of Education in
Figure 16 also shows a notable dip during september, 1986
(an FI of 0.081 episodes). Again, the influence of the
general strike is evident Isee Appendix B). The effect
suggests much more variability among FI scores before policy
introduct ion as the FI peaks to 0.76 episodes.
For an assessment of the degree of dependency among FI
points. Figure 17 illustrates the ACF and PACF for the
Department of Education. Again, there were no significant
correlations among FI values at any lag and an absence of
significant ACF spikes (therefore an ARlMA (0,0,0) model).
Due to the statistical independence among FI scores, an
ANOVA was carried out to -:ompare pre- and post-policy FI
scores (24 scores with a mean of 0.4644 episodes and 23
scores with a mean of 0.4879 episodes). There was no
significant change in FI values following the no-smoking
policy introduction for the Department of Education (F(l,46)
•. 84, P = 0.365).
Analysis of fI Measures for the Department of pinance.
Figure 18 presents l'Ie Department of Finance' B average
number of monthly sick-leave episodes per employee between
April, 1989 and March, 1993. As the figure shows, FI values
fluctuate between approximately 0,3 epieodes and 0.65
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Figure 19 - FI l\CF and PACF for the Dept of Finance
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E!pisodcs (see Appendix C). Overall, the variahility among
FI scores appears rather consistent from year to year.
The ACF and PACF plots are given in Figure 19. Despite
the significant spike at lag 10, an ARlMA (0,0,0,) model was
identified since all Q~stati5tics were non-significant.
This was yet another case where the lack of statistical
dependence among scores allowed for the employment of ANOVA
procedures.
In the c.:>mparison of 24 pre- and post-policy FI scores
(with means of 0.5390 and 0.5285 episodes respectively),
there was no significant change in average monthly sick-
leave episodes after the no-smoking policy was introduced
(F(1,47) = .16, P = 0.693),
Ana lysis of EI Measures for the Department of
Employment and I abour Relations. The time-series graph for
the Department of Employment and Labour Relations' average
monthly sick-leave episodes is presented in Figure 20.
Overall, FI values range between 0.39 and 0.73 episodes (see
Appendix OJ .
The ACF and PACF plots for this department are
displayed in Figure 21. 1\s is typical in all departments
discussed in this section, the ACF and PACF suggest no
dependency among FI scores. In particular, there were no
ACF spikes beyond the 95~ confidence level and Q-statistics
at every lag were not significant. However, there was one
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Figure 21 • FI ACF and PACF for the Dept of Employment and Labour Relations
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significant spike in the PACF at lag 16. Again, since an
ARIMA (0,0,0) model was identified, tht:! FI scores were
considl!red statistically independent and the pre-FI scores
were compared to the post-FI scores using ANaVA, The pre-FI
mean of 0.5729 episodes was not significantly different from
the post-FI mean of 0.5692 episodes (F(l,47) = .02, p ,.
0.889). Therefore, no significant change in FI values
resulted.
AnE1.:.sis of FI Measures for All D~partmel1ts Combined.
Through visual inspection, the time-series graph in Figure
22 appears more variable among pre-policy scores as compared
to post-policy scores. As well, PI values range from 0.36
to 0.64 episodes. (see Appendix E) .
The ACF plot displayed in Figure 23 shows no
significant Q-statistics until lag 16 when all remaining Q-
statistics are significant. As well, while no significant
ACF spikes occur in early lags, three significant spikes
exceed the 95% confidence limits at lags 16, 17 and 18. The
PACF however, does not exhibit any significant spikes at
either lag. Since the first several lags of any ACF and
PACF usually dictate the type of ARlMA. model, the lack of
significant spikes and Q-statisticB in the first several
lags in both functions suggests an ARlMA (0,0,0) model.
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Figure 23 - FI lICF and PlICF for all depts comhinl!d
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Strengthening this conclusion is the fact that each of the
(our departments had previously demonstrated no significant
dependency among PI scores.
Recognizing the scores of this series as statistically
independent, we compared pre- and post-FI scores using
ANOVA. There was no significant difference between the mean
of the pre-policy FI values (0.5185 episodes) and the post-
policy FI values (0.5230 episodes) (F(1,47) ... 57, P ..
o .812}.
~fLQ_L...t.h~hQrt.Term Index (STI)
In this final section, all observations relevant to the
Short Term Index (srI) are presented. This index represents
the average number of sick-leave episodes numbering two days
or less per month, per person.
8Mlysis of SIr Measures for the Department of Social
Services. The time-series graph for Social Service's STI
measures is presented in Figure 24. Perhaps the most
notable low point of this figure occurs during september,
1986. Again, as discussed in the previous section, this
unusual low point (approximately 0.05 episodes) resulted
from the government worker's general strike. Since both the
STI and FI measures account for sick-leave frequency, we can
see the strike's influence in the STl time-series graph.
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However, there was also a unexplained low point occurring
during June of the same year (around 1.5 episodes).
Figure 2S displays the ACF and PACF plots of Social
Service's STI measures. As the figure shows, the absence of
significant ACF spikes and Q-statistics suggested an ARIMA
(0,0,0) model. Since stationarity exists and there is no
evidence of ei ther an autoregressive or moving average
process, a zero value was assigned to the p, d, and q
paramet~rs. Consequently, because there were no significant
corr~lations among 51'1 scores, ANOVA was used to compare
pre-policy BTl scores with post-policy STl scores. The
differellce between pre- and post-policy BTl scores (a pre-
mean of 0.3985 episodes and a post-mean of 0.4326 episodes)
was not significant (F(l,<:7) ., .96, P '" 0.333).
An.e..lYsis of STI Measures for the Department of
~. Figure 26 presents the time-series plot fur
STI measures representing the Department of Education. As
with the Department of Social Services, thE' low STI value
for September, 1986 is evident. There also appears to be
notable variability among scores in that measures range from
approximately 0.26 to 0.68 episodes (not including
September, 1986) (see Appendix B) .
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Figure 27 - STI ACF and PACF for the Dept of Education
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Based on the ACF' and PACF displayed in Fi~ure 27, a
familiar trend is evident. Given the absence of significant
Q-statistics at every lag and only one significant ACF spike
at lag 22, the model identified was again ARlMA (0,0,0).
Since the ARlMA (0,0,0) model signifies the statistical
independence of STl scores, 24 pre M and 23 post-policy STr
scores were compared using ANOVA.
While there appeared to be a slight increase in STr
meilsures after the policy introduction (0.4184 episodes as
compared to 0.4303 episodes), this difference was not
significant (F{1,46) '" .11, P '" 0.747).
Analysis of SIr Measures for the Department of
fi.lli!t.l.£.g. In pigure 28, the time-series plot of SII values
for the Departme:nt of Finance shows that SIr scores
fluctuated between approximately 0.22 episodes and 0.62
episodes (see Appendix C).
Looking at the ACF and PACF graphs in Figure 29,
indepelldence among STI measures is again evident as there
are no significant Q-statistics or ACF spikes at any lag
(therefore an ARIMA (0,0,0) model).
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Figure 29 - STI ACF and PACF for the Dept of Finan.::e
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The results of the ANQVA performed on the pre- and
post-policy STI values show that the pre~ and post-STI means
10.4.618 episodes and 0.4.682 episodes respectively) were not
significantly different (F(l,47) ... 06, P = 0.811).
Analysis of SIr Measures for the Department of
Employment and Labour Relations, Presented in Figure 30 is
the STI time-series plot for the Department o· Employment
and Labour Relations. As the figure shows, STI values range
from approximately 0.]5 to 0.64 epi.sodes (see Appendix D).
The AeF and PACF are displayed in Figure 31. Despite
the significant heF spike at lag 22, all remaining spikes do
not exceed the 95% confidel.,:e interval. As well, given the
absence of significant Q-statistics at every lag, the ARIHA
(0,0,0) model was again utilized.
Treating each STI score independently, the pre- and
post-policy scores were compared using ANOVA. The
difference between pre-policy S'fI scores (with a mean of
0.4932) and post-policy STI scores (with a mean of 0.48581
was not significant (F(1,47) ".10, p .. 0.757).
Analysis of BTl Measures for All Department.~.
All departments were again combined in order to conduct an
overall comparison between pre- and post-policy 8T1 Bcores.
As is srown in Figure 32, STI scores fluctuate bet'""een 0.31
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Figure 31 - STI J>.CF and PACF for the Dept of Employment and Labour Relations
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and 0.55 episodes per month, While the STI scores appear
more variable during the pre~poHcy time period, this is
probably due to the effects of the general strike observed
in the Departments of Social Services and Education.
Similar to the non·significant ACFs and PACFs observed
in each department separately and as illustrated in Figure
33, a". ACF spikes and Q-statistics were not significant at
any lag for all departments combined. Given an ARlMA
(O,O,O) model, and following the procedures of previous
sections, pre- and post-STI scores were statistically
compared using ANOVA. The difference between the pre-policy
STI mean 10.4519 episodes) and the post~policy STI mean
(0.4681 episodes) was not significant (F(1,47) = .07, P =
0.403),
..
DISCUSSION
This study was carried out to test. claim.'3 made by those
who suggest that employee smoking is a significant
contributor to absenteeism. Indeed, statements like
"Studies that monitor the exact cost. of a smoking-cessation
program on a company's bottom line leave little doubt that
smokers impact healthcare, absenteeism and productivity"
(Harvey, 1994, p. ~l) need to be empirically tClsterl. Based
on the results obtained in the investigation of four
Newfoundland Government depnrtments, it appeal"S that the no·
smoking policy did not influence sick-leave use two years
after its introduction. In no case was there a significant
change in sick-leave use regardless of dependent measure,
time of policy introduction, or department.
Given the archival nature of the investigation and thus
the inability to differentiate the smoking population from
the non-smoking population, the reason why no effect was
found remains somewhat questionable. It seems that there
was no change in employee-health in the fir! t t'10 years (as
indexed by the TTl r,leasure) and hence no change in
absenteeism during thi~ period. Arguably, any health
improvements caused by such a policy may take years in which
to surface. In this study, we allowed onlv two years
following the policy introduction and th...,reforc ":lay have
bef'ln too early to observe the policy's influence. However,
there was ... .lSO no change in avoidable absences as measured
by both the FI and the STI. This is curious iJince it seems
logical that improving air quality should also lead to an
increased comfort level and a decreased need to withdraw
from the work environment.
It is possible that while the policy may have been a
health improvement for non-smokers, denying smokers an
opportunity to smoke may have led to an increase in sick-
leave use among this group. A mixture of non-smOKer's
reduction in sick·leave use and smoker' £I increase in oick-
leave use may have resulted in no significant overall
change. Based on the nature of the data however, we cannot
test this explanation.
On the other hand, there may have been a general
improvement in health status and comfort for all employp.:es
but it did not manifest itself in the form of sick-leave
While sick·leave is offered to employees during times
of illness, as suggested in the introduction, a notable
portion of sick-leave use is not due to illness. Perhaps
the lack of results of this investigation support the claim
that because sick-leave use does not totally reflect the
number of legitimate illnesses, it is not a aensitive
measure of employee well·being. However, we did incorporate
different sick·leave indices in order to capture legitimate
and illegitimate oick·leave use, Since there was no change
.6
in either measure, it appeared that neither avoiddble nor
unavoidable absenteeism was influenced by th~ policy.
pifference in Autocorrelations Among the TIl FI and STI
~
While we did not find any change in sick-leave use as a
function of the policy, we did observe differences among the
sick-leave measures during ARlMA identification. Unlike the
F'I and STI measures, the TTl measure (commonly perceived as
an unavoidable absenteeism measure) produced distinct time-
series in two departments, and for all departments combined.
In particular, for the Departments of Social Services and
Employment and Labour Relations, and for all departments
combined. the ARlMA. procedure found rapid exponential decay
in the first several lags of each ACF and one spike at the
first lag for each PACF. As a result, ARIHA. judged each
series to be autor@gressive such that each current value in
the series was predicted by the previous value of the
series. However, for both the FI and STI measures, no
significant relationship among the poin":s of either series
was found.
The reason for this difference is not clear. One
possible explanation is that TTl illnesses are more likely
to last longer than avoidable absences (as indexed by the FI
and STI measures). Thus, they would be more likely to span
more than one month. Such long-term illnesses would
."1
contribute not only to the current month but also the
following one. Therefore, given that this type of illness
may contribute to more than one TTl measure, the
relationship is between the months is strengthened, and
hence an existence of autocorrelations among the points.
This difference among dependent measures offers some
support for the fact that our indices were measuring the two
distinct types of absenteeism, avoidable and unavoidable.
The future of Absenteeism Reseal:.:£h....and Absence~CQnl:rQl
As discussed in the introduction, employee absenteeism
has been perceived as a very complex phenomenon influenced
by a variety of variables operating in the work environment.
Researchers have accounted for some abscmteeism as a
reflection of psychological factors such as employee
satisfaction. It has also been suggested that personal and
demographic variables such as age, tenure and gender also
significantly account for the rate and duration of
absenteeism. In general however, for une proposition or
another, each variable has been linked with the Withdrawal
Theory and the need for employees to deal with
organizational dissatisfactions by "withdrawing M from the
workplace through excessive sick· leave use (Muchinsky,
1977) .
as
Whi Ie the withdrawal Theory may be reliable, given the
inconsistency surroundi.ng the effects of such psychological
variables as worker satisfaction and the variable
observations in studies involving personal and demographic
variables, more recent research has supported the effects of
organization-wide variables as the strongest predictors of
absenteeism. In fact, as was discussed in the introduction,
along with work-environment factors such as work autonomy,
research has suggested that organization-wide factors (such
as the specific structure of sick-leave policies themselves)
were bet ter predictors of absenteeism than demographic and
psychological factors (Farrell & Stamm, 1988).
Researchers propose that absence-control policies are
an interest ing area for future research and according to
previously published literature reviews, (Farrell et al.,
1988; Muchinsky, 1977), reliable scientific investigation
has rendered the area very promising for explaining a
significant proportion of variance associated with employee
absenteeism. Overall, most absence-control policies such as
incentives, posters, feedback, and behaviour modification
systems have been effective (Farrell, et al., 1988).
Scientifically comparing absence-control policies in
different organizational structures will be valuable for
research in the applied setting.
"This investigation found no evidence of the no~smoking
policy's effect on absenteeism rates. One possible
explanation is that sick-leave use is not a sensitive or
accurate measure of the health benefits of no-smoking
policies. Given that employee absenteeism is a complex.
culturally-based phenomenon, it may not be a sensitive
measure of employee wellness. If an accurate method of data
collection existed, the quantification of such variables as
employee comfort, productivity, aggression. and/or
irritability, for example, might be better indicators of
workplace improvements such as ridding the office air of
cigarette smoke.
Had other dependent measures been employed to
investigate the possible effects of the no-smoking policy,
the investigation would have had to distribute
questionnaires. However, it ....as not the intent of this
investigation to evaluate the effects through the use of an
obtrusive, qualitative approach. Since the no-smoking
policy was introduced between three and six years ago, it
seemed too ambitious to have employees rely on their
recollections to report any changes in smoking behaviour or
how they felt shortly after the policy was introduced. As
well, there are other problems (such as response
desirability) associated with soliciting opinions from
surveys. This is particularly true if the issues are
90
surrounded by strong social influence (such as the debate
over smoker and non-smoker rights). By analyzing sick-leave
use over a period of time, we obtained an unobtrusive
measure of what we thought might be an indicator of employee
wellness. Given the highly publicized relationship between
short and long-term illness, comfort, and cigarette smoke,
the investigation seemed to be a logical procedure.
In general, based on the apparent acceptance of the
health and economic benefits of no-smoking pOlicies and
smoking cessation programs among public and privat~
organizations, the intent of this investigation was to
determine if the no-smoking policy had any affect on
absenteeism. Given the clear and consistent observations of
this study, strong evidence exists that the no-smoking
policy should not be justified on the basis of reducing
absenteeism.
"
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FOOTNOTES
1. This article does not cite any scientific research
supporting this claim.
2. A 2-day criterion was chosen because (according to the
General Service sick-leave policy) a 3 day absence
requires employees to validate illnesses in the form of
a medical certificate.
3. All data analyses were performed using SPSS\PC
Software.
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SPSS!PC PRINTOUT OF TOTAL TIME, FREQUENCY AND SHORT TERM
INDICES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Summaries of TMlNUS24 January,
Varia"ole Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6667 .8226
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6500 .8102 40
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6757 .8516
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .6750 .8286 40
Total Cases·
'"Misaing Cases '" 90 OR 43.S peT.
Summal'ies of TMlNUS23 February,
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entice Population .2521 .7060
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .3375 1..0215 40
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2162 .4793
"PEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .2000 .4641. 40
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 90 OR 43.5 PCT.
summaries of 'mlNUS22 !o\arch, 1986
Variable Value IA"'" t~ean Std Dev CasesFor Entire Population .3205 .5889 117
O£PMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .3675 .7205
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2973 .5199 J1
OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .2750 .5057
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 90 OR 43.5 peT.
Summaries of TMINUS21 April, 1966
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .3605 .6844
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .4400 .6184
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2979 .5866 .,
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .3400 .6263
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases· 60 OR 29.0 PCT.
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summaries of Tr~INUS20 May, 1986
Variable Value Label Mean St.d Dev C<lses
For Entire Population .5782 1.0399
'"
OEPME1\.S 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7400 1.4692
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5319 .1475
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4600 .7060
"
Total C<tses .. 207
Missing Cases .. 60 OR 29.0 PCT.
Su_rico of TMlNUS19 Juna, 1986
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev C.l000
For Entire Population .4014 1.1098 W
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7800 1.7675
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2553 .4408
"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX. .1600 ,)703
"
Total Cases .. 207
I-:\ssing Cases .. 60 OR 29.0PC'1'.
Summa:cies of TMlNUSlB July, 1986
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev
For Entire Population .4400 .7348
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .4106 .8741
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4315 .6812 ..
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4118 .6380
"
Total Cases .. ,,,
Missing Cases "' S10R 27.5 PCT.
summaries of TMINtJS17 August, 1986
variable value Label Mean Std Dev Caces
For Entire Population .3301 .5797 >OJ
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .3173 .5690
"DEPM£lI.S , FREQ1.1ImCY INDEX .3469 .5969
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .3269 .5848
"
Total Cases .. ,,,
Missing Cases .. 54 OR 26.1 PCT.
'0'
Surrnariea of THlHUS16 Septelllber,
Variable Value ....., Mean Std Dev CilllSS
For Entire POpulation .2320 1.))41 151
D'"",,, 1 TOTAL TIM£: INtll:':X .5288 2.2414
"OEPHEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .1020 .J058 ..
DEPHEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .0517 .2354
"Total C",aes •
'"Missing Cases .. 54 OR 26.1 PCT.
summarie., of TMlNUSlS October, 1986
variable Value ....., Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entira Population .8137 2.·4]19 151
CEPHUS 1 TOTAL TIME n:o&X 1.5613 ... OUS
"CEPHUS
, fREQI.IENCY INDEX .4898 .6165 ..
D'"",,, , SHORT TERM INDEX .3654 .5250
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing cases .. 54 OR 26.1 PCT.
SUlIIlIariea of TMU.-uS14 Novelllber, 1986
Variable Value ....., Mean Sed Dev CaGes
For Entite Population .3962 .7315
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .4259 .8655
"DEPME:AS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3922 .6657 51
DEPME:AS , SHORT TERM INDEX ,]704
.65251
"
Total Calles.
'"Miasing c••e•• 48 OR 23.2 PCT.
SUlI'Dllriea of TMINUSll December, 1986
V,,"rhble Vl'Ilue ....., "un Std Dev Cases I
For Entire Population
.1296 1.0505 159
D'"",,, 1 TOTAL TIME IN'JEX 1.0000 1.4730 ,.
DEPHEAS , FREQUENCY r!;DEX .6667 .7394 51
OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5185 .6934 ,.
Tot"l C.ael ..
'"Mis.ing (' ...see • 48 OR 23.2 PCT.
lOS
SUlIlIIloI.ril!8 of TMINlJS12 Janu"ry, 1981
Varhbl. Value ..bel ".n Std Dlv CallesFor Entire population
.5714
.1580
'"DEPHEAS , TOTAL TIME INtlEX .6981 ,9575
"DEPMEAS , FR£QtIENCY I"''DEX .5185 .6l66
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5000 .6369
"Tot.l Cases. 383
Ml.11s1ng Calles .. 22 OR n,O PCT.
summaries of TMlNUSll February,
Variable Value ..bel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5093 1.3387 1U
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7170 1.'575
"DEPHEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX ..4444 .9450
"CEPHUS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .370. .8309
"
Total C••es •
'"HiBsing C/Ilses .. 22 OR 12.0 PCT.
SUllIlUries of THlNUSlO ~rc::h. 1987
Variable Value Label Me"n Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .7733 1.8940 1U
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1981 3.1.414
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5926 .6593 54
DEPMEA9 3 SHORT T£RM INCE): .5370 .6648 54
Total Cases .. 103
Missing Cases .. 22 OR 12.0 PCT.
SUlIJlIilries of TMlNUS9 April, 1987
Varh,ble Value "bel ".n Std Dev Casca;For Entire Population .7065 1.14!il2 lSS
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9118 1.6574
"DEPMEAS , FREQlJENCYINDEX .6346 . "28
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5769 .7758
"Tou,l Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 28 OR IS.3 PCT.
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SUlfIIUcics of nUNU$8 HolY, 1987
variable V.lut! Lobel H••n Std Dey Cases
For Entire popuhtion .6044 1.0468 150
DEPHEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .894:2 1.5318
"DBPMEAS
, FREQUENCY Il>'DEX .5000 .6934 SJ
DEPHEAS ] SHORT TERM INDEX .4245 .6309
"
Total Cases '" 183
Miasing Cases ... 25 OR 13.7 PCT.
Summaries of THlmJS1 June, 1987
Variable V"lue Lobel Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire Population .5631 1.1112 150
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7885 1.6784.
"DEPMEhS
, FREQO£NCY INJ:)EX . .,06 .1238
"DBPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4151 .6024
"
Total C<llSCS ... 183
Missing cases ... 25 OR 13.7 peT.
SUnv'llaries of TMINl1S6 July, 1987
"ariable V;lI1ue Lobel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .3892 .9587 150
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INOEX .4904 1.3844
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3585 .6820
"LoEPMEAS J SKO;\T TERM INDEX .3208 .6437 SJ
Total Cases ... 183
Hisllin9 Casell ... 25 OR 1).7 PeT.
5ullll&aries ot THlNUSS August, 1987
Variable Value Lobel Hean Std Dev Cases :
For Entire Population .4224 .9740 161
DE"""'" 1 TOTAl. TIME INDEX .S660 1.S033
"OEPMEAS , PREOUENCY INDEX .3704 .SS9S 54
OEPMEAS ] SHORT TERM INDEX .3333 .S494 54
Total Cases. lB]
Hissing Cases. 22 OR 12.0 PCT.
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Summaries o( TMINUS4 September, 1987
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .1377 1.3000
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9352 1.9716
"DEPMEAS
, PREQUENCY INDEX .6667 .8009
"DEPMeAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .6111
.1376
"
Total Cases .. 183
Missing Cases .. 21 OR 11.5 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUS) October, 1997
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
for Entire Population .7593 1.5814
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0370 2.4299
"DEPMeAS , FREQUENCY UIDEX .6481 .8935
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .5926 .8799
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 210R 11.5 PCT.
Summaric8 of TMlNUS2 November, 1987
V.. rb.ble Value Lobe' Melln Std Dev CallCII
For Entire Population .5712 1.2293 36'
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME lllOEX .9907 1.9340
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4259 .5697
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3149 .5075
"
Total C",ses •
'"Millsing Cases. 21 OR 11.S PCT.
Sunvnaries of December, 1997
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CaDes I
For Entire Population .6626 1.8912 36'
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1091 ).0922
"DEPMEAS
, ~~~~~~i~I~~X .4630 .6926 5<OEPMEAS , .4074 .6300 5<
Total Cases. m
Missing Cases. 20 OR 10.9 PCT.
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SU8Uriall or TOPOLICY Jillnuary, 1988
Variable V"'l\le Label He.n Std Dev Cases
Fol' Entire Population .8727 1.941:2
'"
DE'PMEAS , TOTAL TtH8 U.1)EX 1.HOO 3.189..
"OEPMEAS , fREQUE"CY INDEX .1143 .9856
"DEPHEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .6364 .BUS 55
Total C,U1es •
'"Mi.llin!:! Casu. 40 OR 1!1.9 PCT.
SUlMIoIlriellof TPLUSI February. 1988
Variable Value Label Moan Std Dev Cases
For Entire PopUlation .5:217 1.8289
'"
OgPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9400 3.1810
"DEPMEAS , FR£OUENCY INDEX .3571 ,5197
"DEl'MEAS , SHORT TERI'I INDEX .3091 ... 664 55
Total ('alleli! •
'D'
Hissing C.ses • 40cr. 19.' PCT.
Summarics of TPLUS2 March, 1981
Variable Value Label He.n Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .1195 ':L0046
'"
DEPMEAS I TOTAL TIME INDEX l,3SCO 3.3U~
"DEPM£hS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5714. .8281
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX ,1727 .7663 55
Tot'"! C.llles •
'"Missing C••el • 40 OR 19.9 PCT.
SUI_riesof TPLUSJ Ailrfl, 1988
Variable Value Label Hean Std Dev C••es ;
For Entire Population .6651 1.7ll' m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL Tn.': INDEY. 1.2273 2.9120 55
D'''''''''' , FREQlJENC'I INDEX ."516 .6U7
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .)770 .5821
"Total Calles.
'"Mi68ing CaBell • 23 OR 11. .. PCT.
10.
Summaries of May,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev C,llICII
For Entire Population .8062 2.0537 no
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.4455 3.5220
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .SSG5 .6147
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4836 .5914
"
Total Cases ..
'" 11.4 PCT.Missing Cases .. 23 OR
summaries of TPLUSS June. 1988
Variable Value Lab",l Mean Std Dev CaoClI
For Entire Population .6854 1.8045 no
DEPHEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9818 2.9281 55
OEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5645 .9342
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5410 .9412
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 23 OR ll.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS6 July. 1988
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire population .5899 l.l861 no
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME ItmEX .9455 2.:2846 55
OEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .4677 .6457
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TEiUol INDEX .3934 .6132
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Case" • 23 OR 11.4PC'T.
Summaries ot TPLUS1 August, 1988
Variabl~ Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases ;
For Entirf! Population .4803 1.1566 no
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .1121 3.0166
"OEPMElIS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .3110 .6333
"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .3219 .6251
"
Total Cases. 201
Missing Cases: • 23 OR 11.4 peT.
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SUlTfIIaries of TPLusa September, 1988
Variable Value L.<bel Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire population .5444 .8969 >8,
DEI'MEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7636 1.3328 55
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .4762 .6185 63
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INOE)'. .4194 ,S881 62
Total Cases·
'" 10.4 PCT.Missing calles. 21 OR
Summaries of TPLUS9 October, 1988
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Casell
For Entire Population .5583 .7535
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6455 .9607 55
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY IlIDEX .5238 .6440 63
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5161 .6464 62
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases· 21 OR 10.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUSIO November, 1988
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5222 .8601 >8'
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6!.",)9 1.180'1 55
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .4921 .7156 63
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4032 .6130 62
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 21 OR 10.4 peT.
Summati(!s of TPLUSll Dec(!mber,
Variable Value Label Mean Std. Dev Cases ;
For Entire Population .50B3 1.2150 >SO
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8091 2.0081 55
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .4127 .6126 63
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .3387 .5:03 62
Total Cases. 20>
Missing Cases. 21 OR 10.4 PCT.
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Summaries of TPLUS12 January, 1.989
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev e<lDCa
For Entire Population .8112 1.2239
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1661 1.'7086
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .6935 .860G
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .5114 .8114
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing C.:lSCS .. 21 OR 10.0 PCT.
summaries of TPLUS13 February, 1989
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .4920 .9155
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6270 1.3228
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX ,4355 .6113
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4127 .6126
"
Total Case" .. ",
Missing Cases. 21 OR 10.0 PCT.
Surrtna:des of 'I'PLUS14 Mi',rch, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev coaea
For Entire J>opulation .5670 1.1961 ".
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7692 1.845B
"OEPMEAS 2 ~~~~~E~~I~~~x .4844 .6665 ..DEPMEAS , .4462 .6)91
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 15 OR 7.2 PCT.
sUlMlaries of TPLUS15 April,
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Caul'S;
For Entire Population .5194 1.2830
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME n:OEX .8116 2.0239
"DEPMEAS 2 fREQlJENCY INDEX .3971 .6263
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3478 .58ge
"
Total Caues .. ",Missing Cases .. , OR 1.4. PCT.
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SUfII/IIilrics of TPLUS16 May, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .49"6 .1910
".
DEPM£lIS > TOTAL TIME INDEX .6304 1.06;19
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY l»DEX .4559 .6"C92
"OEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .4058 .6019
"
Total Cllses ..
'" 1.4 PCT.M1II81n9 Cases .. , 0'
summaries of TPLUS17 June, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .4126 .7552 ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .4928 .9095
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3824 .6698
"OEPI4EAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3623 .6636
"Total ci'lses .. 2"
Missing Cases .. , 0' 1.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS18 July, 1989
Vlil'iable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .4417 .7"1;1 ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5072 .9334
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .4191 .6725
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3986 .6674
"
Total Cases .. 20'
Missing cases .. , OR 1.4 peT.
Summaries of TPLUS19 August, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev cases j
For Entire Population .&141 . 9&1& ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIM!;: INDEX .7&09 1.324&
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5882 .7378
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .4928 .6779
"Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. , 0' 1.4 PCT.
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Suawr.aries of TPLUS20 September, 1989
Variable vaIu ... "'bel ....n Std Dev Cases
For £ntiu Population .4515 .8752
'"DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .5942 1.2286
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .4118 .6519 ..
DE"""'" J SHORT TERM INDEX .3478 .5898
"Total Cases ,.-
'"Missing Calles .. J OR
Summaries of TPLUS:n October, 1989
Variable value Label Hean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .S9Jl .8324 :l06
DEPHEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7246 l.I8!ilS
"DEPM£.'S
, FREQUENCY IImEX .5588 .5829 ..
DEPHEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX . 5072 .5590
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases • J OR
sUlIlIlIarie" of TPLUS22 November, H89
variable Value ...bel ....n Std Dev ('<loes
For Entire Population .8301 1.8111
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.3500 2.9134
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6087 .7320
"DEPMf:AS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5286 .6751
"Total Cases ..
su_cbs of TPLUS2J December, 1990
Vari.ble value ...bel Mean Std Dev Cases IFOr Entire Popul"'tion .7536 2.6558
'"
DE"""'" 1 TOTAl. TIME INDEX 1.4'2' ·f,,4212 70
DEPNEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4203 .7155
"DE"""'" J SHORT TERM INDEX .J42, .6111 70
Tot.l c.&•• _
Appendix B
TTl, FI and STI measure for
The Department of Education
SPSS/PC PRINTOUT OF TOTAL TIME, FREQUENCY AND
SHORT TERM INDICES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Due to temporary selection criteria or lI\issing value dec:ll1rations,
the t.ollowing table is ell'lpty ..
TMINUS24 DEPMEAS
Summaries ot. n-lINUS23 April, 1986
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Variable value Label
For Entire Population
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX
DEPMEJl.S 2 FREOUENCY INDEX
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX
Std Dev
. i3J8
.3846 .7819
".405·' .7249
".3846 .7114
"Total Casas • 177
Missing c.5" • 62 OR 35.0 PCT.
summaries of TMINUS22 Kay, 1986
value Label
For Entire Population
Std Dev
DEPMEAS
DEPMEAS
DEPMEAS
1 TOTAL TIME INDEX
2 FREQUENCY INDEX
3 SHORT TERM INDEX
1.0128
.5676
.5128
3.3609
.7280
.7208
"
"
"
Tou.1 Cases. 177
Missing C.. ses • 62 OR 35.0 PCT.
SUll:Kl\l.rie, of THINUS:21 June, 1986
variable Value Label Std Dev
For Entire Population
DEPHBAS
DEPHBAS
DEPMEAS
Total Cases ..
Missing Cases.
1 TOTAL TIME INDEX
:2 FREQUENCY INDEX
3 SHORT TERM INDEX
m
62 OR 35.0 PCT.
.7949
.3514
.3077
2.4568
.5383
.5208 ""
"
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Summaries of TMINUS20 July, 1986
variable Value Label Std Dev
For Entire popuh.tion
DEPMEAS 1 TOT1\L TIME INDEX .2308 .3949 39
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2703 .4502
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .2921 .45S9 39
Total Cagell .. 1",7
Missing Cases .. 62 OR 35.0 PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUS19 Auguot, 1986
Variable Value Label
For Entire Population
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME lNO£X .5513 1.1686 39
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3243 .5299
"DEPM£AS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3071 .5691 39
Total Cillies ..
'"Missing Cases. 62 OR 35.0 PCT.
SUmmIlriell of TMlNUS18 September,
Variable Vll1ue Label
For Entire Population 1.8986
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6195 3.2128 39
DEPHEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .Dall .2757
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .0513 .2235 39
Total Cases ..
'"Miasing Cases .. 62 OR 35.0 PCT.
Summa:dea of "MlNUSI7 October, 19:86
Variable Value Label Std Oev cases;
For Entire Population
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6000 1.0634 ..
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4474 .7604 39
OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4500 .7143 ..
Total Cases. m
Missing Cases. 59 OR 33.3 PCT.
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SUllmIlrie, of TMlNU~16 Novetllber.
Varillble Std Dov
For Entire Population
.9960
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TI~E IN'OEX .6000 1.4641 .,
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX
.3158 .6619
"OEPMEAS 1 SHORT TERM INDEX .2500 .5883 .,
Total CAselil .. m
Missing Cases .. S9 OR 33.3 ""T.
Summaries of TMlNUS15 Dece1'llber, 1986
variable value "'be' (.I,ll.ev
For Entire population ),'.'1',1
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TI~IE INDEX .7179 1..500
"DEPKEAS , FREQUENcY INDEX .4737 .7618
"DEPMEAS 1 SHORT TERM INDEX .4$00 .6385 .,Total Clues .. m
Missing Cases .. 60 OR 33.9 PCT.
SUlllllaries of TMlm!SH January,
Varillble Value
"'be' Mean Std Oev CilDesFor Entire Population 1.0361 2.231<1 llB
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.6'25 3.627S .,
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY XIrn£X .7632 .8522
"DEPMEAS 1 SHORT TERM INDeX .1>750 .6938 .,
Tot.al Casee .. m
M1$51n9 e.:t.ea .. S9 OR 33.3 PCT.
S\lflWl\1l,ri .. of THINtJS13 February, 1987
Variable Va.!ue
"'be' Std Dev
for £nth'e Populatioll.
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8815 3.1935 ..
DEPM£AS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3684 . 6)J4 18
DEPM£AS 1 SHORT TERM INDEX .3250 .6155 ..
Total Caoell • m
MislIlling Cases. 59 OR 33.3 PCT.
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Sunnaricsof TMU:tlS12 Karch, 1981
By levels of O£PMEAS
Variable value ""be'
For Entire population
OBPMEAS , T01'AL TIME INDEX .9'50 2.5559 ..
DEPHEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX . 5263 .6035
"OEPHUS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5000 .5S7S
"
Total Cases· H3
Missing CaBes • 27 OR 18.' PCT.
SUlllflaries of TMINUSl1 April. 1987
Variable Voll1ue ""be' ""an St.d. Dev C&ses
For Entire population .8294 1.5429
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0595 2.4550
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .761.9 .9500
"DE:PMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .6667 .6502
"
Total Cases. H3
Missing Cases. 17 OR 11.9 PCT.
SUllWMrics of TMlNUSlO Kay, 1987
Vadable Value ""bel Hean Std Dev Cues
For Entire Population .5516 .9248
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7262 1.2107
"DEPMeAS , fREOUENCY INDEX .SOOO .7408
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4286 .1373 .,
Total Cases. 103
Missing Cases - 17 OR n.9 PCT.
SUftIIlaries of TMINun June, 1987
Variable Value ""bel "un St.d Dflv cases
For Entire Population .68:l5 :l.:l223
'"
DEPMl!AS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2619 3.1355 .,
DEPMEAS , FREQlJENCY INDEX .4286 .5474 .,
DEP"'EAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3571 .5129 .,
Total Call~B •
'"Missing Cases. 17 OR 11.9 peT.
11.
SllnaIaries of !MINUSI July. 1987
By leveh of DEPMEAS
Variable Value Lo""l Mean std Dev Cases
For Entire Populat':'on .5873 1. 7687 126
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0476 2.n14
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4048 ,6170
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .l095 .5174
"Total Csses ..
'"Missing Cases .. 17 OR 11.9 PCT.
SuflVtlaries of TIollWUS7 August, 1981
Vi!ll:iable Value Lo""l Mean Sed ocv Calles
For &ntire PQpulation .4206 .6585
'"
DEPHEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .4762 .1960 .,
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4286
.5'03 .,
D.......... , SHORT TSkH INDEX .3511 .5168 .,
TaU.l Cases ..
'"Hiosing Cases .. 17 OR 11.9 PeT.
Summaries of TMINOS' September, 1987
Variable Value Lo""l Mean Std Dev CaDes
For Entire Population .5675 .1358
'"
D£PMEAS , TOTAl, TIME INDEX .70H .9819 .,
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY )'roEX .5476 .5927 .,
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM 11lDEX .4524 .5501 .,
Total Colises ..
'"Missing Cases .. 17 OR 11.9 PCT.
SUJmIlIrieli of 7l'lINUSS OCtober,
Y-riable Value Lo""l Mean Std Dey CaDell 1
For Entire Population .5198 .1111
'"
D.......... 1 TOTAL TIHE INDEX .6JIO .9561
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDE:o: .4162 .5516
"OEPHEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4~24 .5501
"Total casea _
'"Missing Cases _ 11 OR 11.9 PCT.
'2.
summaries of TMlNUS4 November, 1981
Variable Value LO"'" Mr.an Std Oev Calle.For Entire Population .5964 .8238 m
DEPMEllS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6744 .9813 4J
OEPM£AS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5714. .1373
"OEPMeA.S , SHORT TERM INDEX .5476 .1392
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 16 OR 11.2 PCT.
SUlmIaries of TMlmJSJ December,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .5945 .8351 m
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME IN'OEX .6860 1.0061 4J
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5714 .7696 .,
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5238 .7067
"
Total Cases ..
'"MiBBing cases .. Hi OR 11.2 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUS2 January, 1988
Vat'iable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire Population .5231 .8280 >3,
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6522 1.0998 ..
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5000 .6344
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM IlmEX .404.8 .6270
"
Total Cases ..
'"Milising Cases. 13 OR
Summaries of TMINUSl Febl"Uary.
Variable Value Label Mean std oev Cases
For Entire Population .1306 1.3465 DO
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0810 1.9588
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX . 595~ .8281
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX . 416~ .1126
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 13 OR 9.1 PCT.
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Summaries of March, 1988
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cilll(!e
For Entire population .6131 .9253
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INtlEX .8256 1.0402
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6219 .6909
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TEIlM INDEX .5682 .6954 ..
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 45 OR 25.7 PeT.
Summaries of TPLUSI April, 1988
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CilGeS
For Entire population .4664 1.0245 ,.,
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIt~E INDEX .6100 1.5659
"OEPM£AS , FREQUENcY INDEX .4286 .6124 .-
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3600 .5628
"Total cases .. m
Missing Cases .. 26 OR 14.9 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS2 May, 1988
Vat"iable Value Label Mean Std DeV Ca:l(!S
For Entire Population .7081 1.0464
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8700 1.3470
"DBPMEAS , FREQIIEI'lCY INDEX .6531 .8192 .-
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .6000 .8330
"
Total cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 26 OR 14.9PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS3 June, 1999
V":ri,,ble value La"'" Mean Std Dev Caoes :For Entire Population .3659 .5624 ",
OF ,·MEM 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .4500 .7089 50
DEPMroAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3265 . 4738 ..
OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3200 .<1712
"
Total Cases .. m
Missing Cases .. 26 OR 14.9 PCT.
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Sunnarics of TPLUS4 July,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entin population .)054 .6252
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTIl.L TIME INDEX .3700 .8319 SO
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .2857 .5000 .,
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERH INDEX .2600 .4970 SO
Total Cases ..
'"Mir>fling Casea .. 26 all. 14.9 PC'!',
$umtnll,des of TPLUSS August, 1998
Variable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire Population .3926 .6275 ,.,
OEPMEA5 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .4100 .7402 SO
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3878 .5707 .,
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3800 .5675 SO
Total Calles ..
'"MiDsing Cases _ 26 OR 1.4.9 PCT.
Surrvna::'.ea of TPLUS6 September,
VarJable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .4262 .6404 ,.,
DEPME1.5 1 TOTAl. TIME INDEX .4300 .7072 SO
DEPMIDl.S , FREQUENCY INDEX .4286 .6124 .,
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4200 .6091 SO
Total Cases ..
'"MisBing Cases .. 26 OR 14.9 PC"r.
SUTMlaries of TPLUS7 October, 1988
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases ;
For Entire Population .6579 1.2172
'"DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8431 1.8452
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6000 .9091
"OBPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5294 .6117
"Total Cases. 175
Missing Cases. 23 OR 13.1 PCT.
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Summaries of TPLUS8 November,
Variable Value ""bel Meiln Std Cov C;;lcee
For Entire Population .5968 .8975
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6827 1.1204
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5686 .8063
"llEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5395 .7266
"
Total Cases .. US
Missing Cases. 20 OR 11.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS9 December,
Variable Value Label Mean Std De" C.ules
For Entire Population .4361 1.241;'
'"
DEPMElIS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7170 1.9892 53
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY I NOEX .3269 .5503
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .2642 .5244- 53
Total cases" US
Missing Cases .. 17 OR !1.7 PC-f.
Summaries of TPLUSIO January, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev caDes
For Entire Population .8481 1.4362
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1698 2.1793 53
DEPMEAS 2 ~'REQUENCY Ilm£X .7308 .8882
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .6415 .'13&3 53
Total Cases .. US
Missing CaGes. 17 OR 9.7 PCT.
summaries ot TPLUSll February, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cascs ;
For Entire Population .6487 1.0490
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8208 1.)626
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5769 .8710 52
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5412 .8220 53
Total Cases. US
Missing Cases. 17 OR 9.7 PCT.
12'
Summaries of TPLUS12 March, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Callss
For Entire population .6485 1.2125
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8182 1.7622
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6071 .8241
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDF.X .5185 .1948
"
Total Cases &
'"Millsing CaGes. 15 OR 8.3 PCT.
summaries of TPLUSlJ April, 1989
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
!"or Entire population .3712 .8222 m
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME ItIDEX .4649 1.0168
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3446 .6636
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .3214 .6635
"
Total Cases.
'" 5.0 PCT.HiBBing CaGes. , OR
Summaries of TPLUS14 May, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5029 .1544 m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5439 .9272
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY IN'DEX .4828 .6816
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4.921 .6322
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases .. , OR 5.0 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS15 June,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases;
For Entire Population .4444 .8161 11.1
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIMr INDEX .5965 1.1551 57
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY dDEX .3966 .5906
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .33!!3 .5486
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases .. , OR 5.0 PCT.
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Summaries of TPLUS16 July, 1999
Variable Vahle Label Mean Std Dev C"lIClI
For Entire Population .4655 1.0967 IN
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6207 1.6893 58
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4231 ,6467
"DEP/O,.E....S
, SHORT TERM INDEX .3509 .SIn
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cascs • , 'R 3.3 PCT.
SUl1J'I1arles of TPLUS11 August, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CilDes
For Entire Population .5230 1.0394 ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6124 1.5688 58
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4516 .6248
"DEPMEAS , SHORT 1'F.:RM INDEX .4386 .6273
"
Total Cill.es •
'"Missing Cases· , 'R 3.3 PCT.
SUlllI1\aries ot' TPLUSIB September, 1989
V~,riable value La"" Mean Std Dev
F'.:>r Entire Population .4435 1.0083
DEPMeJ>.S , TOTAL TIME INOEX .5841 1.4)59
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY JrIDEX .3833 .7152
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3621 .6933
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. , 'R 1.7 peT.
Summarie:l of TPLOS19 October, 1989
Variable Value Labo1 Mean Std Dev CafJes
For Entire Population .8446 2.1293 m
OEPME'AS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.3983 3. ~S88
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6000 .8068
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5345 .8211
"
Total Cases. '80
Missing Cases. , 'R 1.7 PCT.
12.
::>U_'UiODO! TPLUS20 Ilovember, 1989
V.. rillble Value Lobel "".n Std Dev caselli
For Enth"e Population .1203 1.8238 m
DEPHF.AS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1102 2."7~
"DEPHEAS
, FREOUE"NCY ItroEX .5667 1.1842
"DHP,I,EAS ) SHORT TERM INDEX .<1828 1.158<1
"
Total C.:lses •
'"Miflsing C1HICl' • ) OR 1.7 PCT.
Sl.llOmariell of TPLUS21 December,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
ror Entire Population .3249 .6745 m
VEPHEAS ) TOTAL TIME INDEX ,]644 .8602
"DI::PMEAS , FREQUEtK'Y INDEX .3167 .596.
"Olc:PMF.AS ) SHORT TERM INDEX .2931 .5101
"Tot.l C.ses • 1'.0
Hissing cases. ) OR 1.7 PCT.
SYmrMdeB of J.nuary,
Variable v.. lue Lobel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .9644 1.9051 m
DEPMEAS ) TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.3220 3.126]
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .7000 .611:;
"DEPMEAS ) SHORT TERM INDEX .5690 .678]
"
Total C<lOC.ll •
'"HillBing Calles. ) OR 1.7 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS2) Febnlary. 1990
Variable Value Lobel "".. Std Dev Cases iFor Entire Population .36<104 .565)
'"DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .)6<104 .6005
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX
.3833 .5552
"OEPMEAS ) SHORT TERM INDEX .3448 .5478
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. ) OR 1.7 PCT.
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sunnariell of nllNUS24 April. 1989
Dy lcve1lll of DEPHEAS
Variable V.lue ......, He.-n Std Dev C••ea
For Entil'l! Population .3613 .14.18 no
OEPM&AS , TOTAL TIME INDO: .430<11 1.0055
"D£PHEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .])15 .5941 ..
CEPHEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .1165 .54'1:.
"
Total Cases" ,..
Missing Cases· • 6 OR 16.2 PCT .
SUmlfI,"lrie. of THINVS21 May.
Varillble Value LIlbel Me"" Std Dev Cases
for Entire population .lOng 1.2343 no
DP.PMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7911 1.8153
"DEPMEAS , fREQUENCY INDEX .S62!> .14.36 ..
DEPMEAI'; , SHORT TERM INDEX .5190 .7136
"Total Calles. ".M11101n9 Cases. 46 OR 16.2 PCT.
SUlMIades of ".,lNUS22 June,
variable Value ...bel "lean Std Dev Cases
Fo1" Entire POpulation .4193 .7068
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX . 5688 .6814 ..
DEPMEAS , PREOUENCT INDEX .•"1 .6141
"OEPME:AS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4000 .5868 ..
Total C;:tses •
".HislIing Cases. 4l OR 15.1 PeT.
SUlllIlIaries of T'MINUS:U July,
V;:tri;:tble Vdue ...bel I',e,," Std Dev C"sell
For Entir', Population ,4336 )..2246 ,.,
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .?06J 1,92?0 ..
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3210 .6088 81
OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX . 2150 .5948 ..
Total CaGes· ".Missing Cases. 43 OR 15.1 PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUS20 August, 1989
Variabl.. Value
"""'"
Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5512 1.0698 ,..
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7222 1.6125
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5000 .7071
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4321 .5687
"
Total Cases ~
'"t-lissing Cases .. 40 OR 1.<1.1 PCT.
Summaries of 'n-1INUS19 September,
variable Value
"""'" M'''" Std D(!v ClI!l(!f!For Entire Population .7251 1.9895
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1768 3.2512
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5337 .7510
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4671 .7536
"
Total Cases .. ".Missing Cases .. 37 OR 13.0 PCT.
SumRlat'ies of 'rMlNUS18 October, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CalHlB
For Entire Population .8880 2.2297 15.
DEPMEAS 1 TOT1o.L TIME INDEX 1.4819 3.6388
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6548 .8430
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5301 .7705
"
Total Car.es ..
'"Missing c .. ses .. 34 OR 12.0 PCT.
summaries of TMINUS17 November,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Casco
Fot' Entire Population .4880 .7643 15.
OEPMEAS 1 TOT1o.L TIME INDEX .5783 .9483 83
DEPMEAS , FRF.QU£NCY INDEX .4583 .6550 0<
OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4277 .6539 83
Total Case" .. ,0<
M1slling Cases ~ 34. OR 12.0 PCT.
SUmm;lrics of TMINUS16 December,
Variable Value
"'''''
Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire population .4760 .7627 250
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5181 .9054
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4762 .7024
"DEPMl::AS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4337 .6661
"Total Cases. ",
Miusing Cases. 34 OR 12.0 PCT.
summaries of TMINUS15 January,
Variable Value Label Mean Std oev Cases
For Entire Population .6917 1.4364
'"
OI::PME:AS , TOTAL TIME: INDEX 1.0000 2.2761
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDE:X .5882 .6951 8S
OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4881 .6676
"
Total caGes.
'"Miosing Cases. 31 OR 10.9 PCT.
SU!T'fllilrics of TMlNUS14 February.
variable Value L.'Ibel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .7412 1.2157 2SS
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9524 1.6730
"OEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .6744- .9260
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .6000 .8756 8S
Total Cases. ".Miosing Cases. 29 OR 10.2 PCT.
summarics of '!'MINUSl) March, 1990
Variable Value
"'''''
Mean Std Dev Cases j
For Entire Population .6745 1.3071 2SS
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8810 2.0024
"DEPHEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .6047 .7712
"DEPME1\S 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5412 .7328 8S
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 29 OR 10.2 PCT.
summaries of TMImJS12 April, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Caues
Fo< Entire Population .'l870 1.0225
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6142 1.5394
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4333 .6369
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3556 .5866
"
Total Cases
'"Missing Cases 10 OR 3.' PCT.
summaries of TMINUSll May, 1990
Variable Value L/lbel Mean StJ Dev CaDell
Fo< Entite Population .n93 1.5604 ",
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME I»DEX .9494 2.5103
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6222 .1123
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5889 .1173
"
Total Cases .
'"Missing Cases 10 OR 3.' PCT.
summaries of TMINUSI0 June, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
Fo< Entire population .1305 1.4909 ",
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0281 2.3359
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6222 .'1172
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5444 .1368
"
Total Cases·
'"Missing Cases. 10 OR 3.' PCT.
summaries of TMINUS9 July, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Ca.llelil i
For Entire Population .4108 1.0310 ",
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5449 1.4841
"DEPMEAS , FREQlJENCY INDEX .3718 ."28
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3111 .629'
"
Total Cases •
'"Missing Cases 10 OR ,.. "',.
summaries of TMlNUS8 August, 1990
Variable villue Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6635 1.4790
'"
OEPNEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9375 2.3621
"OEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY IlmEX .5506 .7073
"OEPMEIIS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5056 .6763
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Calles· 13 OR 4,7 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUS7 September, 1990
variilble value
"''''''
Mean Std Dev Cases
Fol:' Entire Population .6278 .8404
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INOEX .7614 1.1089
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY IWOEX .5955 .6862
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5281 .6412
"
Total Calles·
'"Missing C.1SeS • 13 OR 4.7 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUS6 Octobel'", 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entil'"e Population .6786 1.0312
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8125 1.4270
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY IWOEX .6517 .7848
"DEPMCAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5730 .7368
"
Total Cases·
'"Missing Cases. 13 OR 4.7 PCT.
Summa ties of TMINUs5 November, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean sed Dev Cases ;
For Entil'"e Population .6747 1.1841
'"
DEPMEAS J TOTAL TIME IWOEX .9831 1.7717
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5778 .7340 90
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM IWOEX .4667 .6569 90
Total Cases.
'"O·lissing Cases. 10 OR 3.6 PeT.
Summaries of TMlNUS4 December, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CaseD
For Entire population .6710 1. S08~ ",
DEPMEI\.S , TOTI\.L TIME ItJDEX .9157 ~. 3138
"DEl'MEAS , FREQUENCY INrlEX .5778 .8609
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX . 52~~ .8510
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 10 OR 3.6 PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUS3 January, 1991
Variable Villue Label Mean Std Dev Casell
For Entire Population .1621 1.1030
'"
DEPME'J\S , TO'l'I\.L TIME INDEX 1. ~022 2.7362
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6000 .7465
"DEPMEI\.S
, SHORT TERM INDEX .4889 .6909
"
Total Cases· ",Missing Cases· 10 OR 3.6 PCT.
summaries of TMINUS~ February, 1991
Variable Value i.abel Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population . 844~ 1.5378 ",
OEPMEAS , TOTJU. TIME INDEX 1.2416 2.4134
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY ItmEX .6811 .7430
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .6144 .7563
"
Total Cases. no
Missing Cases. 10 OR 3.6 PCT.
Summarielil of mINUS] March, 1991
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases I
For Entire Popuhtion .5074 .8767
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTJU. TIME Ih"DEX .6573 1.2004
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4667 .6737
"OEPMEAS , SHORT 'l'I':RH INDEX .4000 .6325
"
Total Cases. ",Missing Cases. 10 OR 3.6 PCT.
Su_riee of TOPOLtICY April,
Veldable value Lobel He,. Std Dey Cases
For Entire Popuhtion .6109 .8583
'"DEPMEAS I TOTAL TIME INDEX .7473 1.1140 91
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5652 .7001
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .5217 .6871
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases '" 17 OR 5.8 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUSI May, 1991
Vari ...ble Value Label He,. Std Dev Celses
For Entire Population .6911 1.0983
'"
DEPMEAS I TOTAL TIME INDEX .864.1 1.6360
"DEPMEAS , FR£QUENCY n:DRX .6277 .7031 ..
OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5851 .6785 ..
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases '" 12 OR 4.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPWS2 June, 1991
Variable Value ""bel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6413 1.4197
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9301 2.2392
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY ItmEX .5261 .7122 95
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4737 .7122 95
Total Caaes '"
'"Miseing Cases '" 90R 3.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPWS3 July, 1991
Variable Value Lobel He.. Std Dev Cases
For £ntire Population .6661 1.8866
'"DEPH&AS I TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1452 3.1091
"DEPMEAS
, FREOUENCY INDEX .4737 .6971 95
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3895 .6239 95
Total Cases '"
'"Hissing C,!,ses .. , OR 3.1 PCT.
SUlIIM.ries of TPLUS4 August,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For £ntire Population
.6941 2.1023
'"DEPH2AS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2957 3.8180
"DE.......
, FR.EQUENCY INDEX
.4421 .7951
"DEPMEAS
, sMaRT TERM INDEX .)5"19
.6829
"Total ClUeS ..
'"Missing Cases .. , D. 1.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUSS !:eptember, 1991
Variable Value Lobe' Mean Std Dev CaBcll
For tntire population .7016 1.4535 '80
DE....... , TOTAL TIME' INDEX 1.0000 2.25191
"D........ , FR£OUDfCY INDEX .5957 .7J79 ..
D........ , SMORT TERM nmex .5213 .6991 ..
Total Calles ..
'"Missing Callell .. 12 OR 4.1 PCT.
Su_rias of TPLUS6 October, 1991
Variable Value Lobel M~an Std Dev Cascs
For Entire Population .7446 1.4002 '80
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1159 2.19a
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .6064 .7217 ..
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5000 .651"1 ..
Total Calles ..
'"Missing C""SeB .. 12 OR 4.1 PCT.
Suunaries of TPLUS7 November, 1991
variable Value Lobel ""on Std Dev CaDes i
For Er:.tire Pa;'lUlation .6l04 .9991
'"
D.PHEAS , TOTAL TIMS INDEX .8859 1.4546
"DEPMEAS
, FR£QUEHCY INDEX .5426 .6S0l '0DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4681 . 6342 ..
Total Cases ..
'"Missing C.ses .. 12 OR 4.1 PCT.
Summaries of December, 1991
variable Value [,abel Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .5179 .8918
'"
OEPI~EAS , TO'f,\L TIME INDEX .6630 1.1978
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4681 .6987 ..
OEPHEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4255 .6798 ..
Total Cases ..
'"MiDsing CaDes .. 12 OR 4,1 PeT.
Summaries of TPLUS9 January, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire Population .5482 1,34.62 'SO
Oi>PMEAS 1 TOTAL TmE INDEX .8533 2.1529
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX ,4255 .6306 ..
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3723 .6044 ..
Total Cascs .. ,,,
Missing C<lses .. 12 OR 4.1 PeT.
summaries of TPLUSI0 February, 1992
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire Population .4589 .9852 'SO
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INOEX .7011 1,5065
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3723 .5677 ..
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3085 .5293 ..
Total Casell ..
'"MiGlling C.:lllell .. 12 OR 4.1 PCT.
Summariell of TPLUSll March, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Calles i
For Entire Population .6304 1.3652
'"
OEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9165 2.1678
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .52.1.3 .6677 ..
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX ,4574 ,6503 ..
Total Cases.
'"Misaing Cascs .. 12 OR 4,1 PCT.
summaries o[ TPLUS12 April,
Variable Value Label Mcan Std Dev C.lOCS
FC,lr Entire Population .6390 .9410
'"
O£PME:AS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7033 1.1229
"DEfltolEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX
.6237 .8.59
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .5914 .8311
"
Total Cases ~
'"Missing Cases. 12 OR •. 2 PCT.
SUlMlariclI of TPLUS13 May, 1992
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dcv C.'sco
For Entirc Population .6375 .9587
'"
D£PM£AS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .8207 1.3313
"D£PMr.AS , FREQlJENCY INDEX .5851 .72.5
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5106 .6679
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases· , 0' 3.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS14 June, 1992
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .6036 1.0558
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7391 1.5397
"O£PMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5532 .7276
"D£PMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5213 .6836
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing cases. , 0' 3.1 PCT.
SUll'illlaries of TPLUS15 July, 1992
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases i
For Entire population .6821 1.7757
'"
OEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0435 2.9067
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .$426 .7134
"OEPMEAS , SHOR'" TERM INDEX .4681 .6987
"
Total Cascs •
'"Missing Cases • , 0' 3.1 PCT.
Su~riesof TPLUS16 Allgust,
varhble Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entir. Population .3893 .1)95
'"
DEPHEAS
·
TOTAL Tl)lE INDEX .4565 .9540
"DEPHEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .3723 .6390 ..
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3404 .5783 ..
Totsl Cases. ,,,
Hissing Cllses • , OR 3.1 PCT.
Summarie. of TPLUS17 September, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
Fo:r Entire Population .6516 1.0128 m
DEPMEA.S
·
TOTAL TIME INDEX .801' 1.3840 ..
DEPHEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .6022 .7f Oo l
"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5484 .75.. .1
"Tot.l Case••
'"Hi••i09 C...se•• 12 OR 4.2 PCT.
SUDll&r1es of TPLUS18 October, 1992
Vilriable Value "'be. Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire population .5686 1.6J21 m
DEFHEAS
·
TOTAL TIME INOEX .9066 2.6935 ..
DEPHEAS , FREQUENCY INOEX .4301 .6150
"OEPHEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .3763 .5882
"
Tot"l Case••
'"Hiesing Ca"e" • 12 OR 4.2 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS19 November, 1992
Variable Value "'bel Mean Std Dey cases I
For Entire Population .6911 1.7081
'"
DEPMIlAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0054 2.7809
"DE...... 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .563S .7267 ..I'tEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5106 .7146 ..
Totel Cases.
'"Missing Case" • , OR 3.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS20 Dccell\ber, 1992
Variable Value Label ~'can Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .6821 J.4901
'"DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX • 880~ 2.)410
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX
.5951 .1665
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .!>745 .7548
"Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. , OR ).1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS21 January, 1993
Variable Value Label Mean Std Oev C,~llCll
For Entire Population .6982 1. 16!>9
'"
DEPME.t<S , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0272 1.7718
"DEPMEIl.S
, FREQUENC\, INDEX .!>745 .6638
"DEPMEIl.S 3 SHORT TERJ'\I] INDEX .5000 .6350
"
Toul Cases ..
'"Missing Cases. , OR 3.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS22 Fcbl'Uary,
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Callcs
For Entire Population .5571 1.)083
'"
DEPMEIl.S , TOTAL TIME WDEX .8804 2.0654
"DEPMEIl.S
, FREQUENC\, INDEX .4574 .6666
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM HlDEX .3404 .5966
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases. , OR 3.1 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS23 March, 1993
Val:"iable Value Label Mean Std Dev Casell I
FOI:" Entire Population .7000 1.4184
'"
DE:PMEIl.S , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9130 2.1884
"DE:PMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6170 .8179
"DEPMEIl.S 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5145 .7821
"
Total Calles ..
'"Missing Cases .. , OR 3.1 PCT.
Appendi;IC D
TTI. FI and STI measures for
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summaries of TMlNUS24 April, 1999
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variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Caoes
For Entire pOPulat~on .6193 1.3288 m
DEPMEAS TOTAL TIME INDEX .8448 2.0969
"DEPMEAS , FREQUSNCY INDEX .5333 .7003
"DEPMEAS , SIIORT TERM INDEX .4828 .6554
"
Total Cases no
Missing Cases 63 OR 26.4 'CT.
Summaries of TMHWS23 May.
variable Value Label Meiln 5td Dev CaDes
For Entire Population .5540 .7319 m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5948 .8607
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .53)) .6756
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5345 .6541
"
Total Cases
'"Mislling Cases
"
OR 26.4 'CT.
Summaries of TMlNUS22 June, 1989
Variable Value {,bbd ~can Std Dev enDeD
For Entire Population .7626 .8419
'"
DEI.MEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9576 1.1306
"DEPMEAS , fREQUENCY INDEX .6aBS .6466
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .6Hl .6369
"
Total Cases no
Missing Cases 60 OR 25.1 'CT.
Summaries of TMlNOS21 July, 1989
variable Value Label Mean Std Dcv CilDes
m Entire population .4886 .7873
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .5690 1.0490
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4500 .6223 '0
DEPME1I.S , SHORT TERM INDEX .4.483 ,6261 58
Total Cases no
26.4Missing Cases 63 OR PCT.
'42
Summarieo of TMlNUS20 August:, 1989
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .7291 1.3167
'"
OEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.00B5 1.9859 59
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6129 .1158
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5690 .79"12
"
Total CilSC!) • 239
Missing Cases. 60 OR 25.1 PCT.
sunvnariclI of n~INUS19 September, 1989
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire population .5615 .9768
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7881 1.)74' 59
DEPM£AS , ~REQUENCY INDEX .5000 .7186
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3966 .6473
"
Total Cases" 239
Mil,lfJing Cases" 60 OR 25.1 PCT.
SUJl¥flarien of TMlNUSlB October,
Va:dable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5754 .9605
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .7458 1.3370 59
DEPMeAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5161 .7184
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4655 .6810
"
Total Cascs •
'"Missing Cases. 60 OR
Summaries of TI-nmJS17 November,
Varjable Value I..abel Mean Std Dev Cases :
For Entire Population .1363 1.2165
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0333 1.8614 60
D£PMEAS , FREQUENCY IND£X .6190 .7055
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5593 .6505
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Csses • 57 OR 2).8 PCT.
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Sumouriell or TMJNUS16 Dee-ember. 1989
Variable vO!Ilue Lobel ....n Std Dev Calles
For Enth'o Population .6099 1.006)
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8000 1.4238 60
OEPMEAS , FREOUENCY INDEX .5397 .7145
"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4915 ,1040
"Totll CaGes.
'"Miasing Cases '" 57 OR :23.8 PCT.
Surrtnarielll of TMlNUSlS January,
varhble Value Label Hean Std Dev ('"nco
For Entire Population .7713 1.4998
'88
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2742 2.3253
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5846 .7684
"OEPHEAS J SHORT TERM IND~:X .4590 .6970
"
Total C••es •
'"Hl&sing Calle•• 51 OR :n.) PCT.
summaries of TMlNUS14 February, 1990
varbble Value Lobel Mean Std Dev Caoeo
For Entire Population .6990 1,6701
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0873 2.'1113
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY IlmEX .5606 .7045
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4516 .6697
"
Total Calles.
'"Missing Cases. 48 OR 20.1 PCT.
Swnu.rlel or TMlNUS1J H.irch, 1990
Variable Value Lobel ....n Std Dev Cases I
For Entire Popullltion .1513 1.8201
'"
DEPHEAS , TOTAl. TIME INDEX 1.1190 2.9713
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .6061 .7'117
"DEPHEAS J SHORT TERM. INDEX .5323 .7404
"
Total Cases •
'"Missing CII.es • 48 OR 20.1 PCT.
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SUJlYl\,1rics of TMIN'US12 April, 1990
Variable value
"''''''
Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .4864 1.1250 on
DEPME1\S 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6554 1.6197 ,.
DEI'MEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4184 .7262
"DEI'MEAS
, SHORT TERM ItmEX ,3649 .6532 ,.
Total Cases .. no
Missing Cases .. , OR 3.S PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUSll May, H90
variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6516 1.0li3 on
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .8784 1. ~870 ,.
DEPMF.AS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5616 .6452
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5135 .6462 ,.
Total Cases .. no
Missing Cases .. , OR 3.5 P{:T.
SUll11Iaries of TMlNUSlO June,
Vllrinble value Label Std Dev
For Entire Population 1.4736
DEPME1l.S 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .6757 2.3950 ,.
DEPMEAS , ~'REQUENCY INDEX .4384 .6452
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .3649 .5869 ,
Total Cases .. no
Missing Cases .. , OR 3.5 PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUS9 July, 1990
Variable Value Label I~e",n Std Dev Cases I
For Entire population .5893 1.1102 ".
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9461 2.1100
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .445.9 .1050
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3133 .6133
"
Total Cases. no
Missing Cases. 5 OR 2.2 PCT.
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Summaries of lIugust, 1990
Variable Value Label Mcan Sed Dev Cases
For Entire Population .7769 1.7614 2~4
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1133 2.8182
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY IlmEX .6216 .7987
"DEPMEAS 1 SHORT TERM INDEX .533) .7413
"Total Cases. no
Missing Cases .. S OR 2.2 PCT.
Summaries of TMlNUS7 September, 1990
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev
Fox: Entire Population 1.0045 1.99B3
CEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.6933 3.2162
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .7297 .7211
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5867 .6595 ."
Total Cases .. no
Hissing Cases .. S OR 2.2 PCT.
summaries of TMlNUS6 October, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev ('!loon
For Entire Population .9129 2.G091 ".
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.7600 4.2966
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5541 .6853
"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4000 .6576
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. S OR 2.2 PCT.
Sunmaries of 'I'MINllSS Novcmbl'!r, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev C""CB
,
For Entire Population .7969 2.1766
'"
OEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME IJmEK 1.3800 3.5998
"DSPMEAS , ~~~g~~i~I~~X . 5~11 .6650 ,.DEPMEAS J .4533 .5994
"
Total Cases .. no
Missing Cases .. S OR 2.2 PCT.
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SUllV1lariesof December, 1990
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Sntiro Populiltion .620S .9017
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8000 1.1912
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5676 .7230 ,.
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4933 .7047
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 'OR 2.2 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUS] "",,,ua>;y,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .8259 1.0237
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0800 1.3706
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .7432 .1774 ,.
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .6533 .7622
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 'OR
Summaries of February, 1991
variable Value Lab'" Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .8705 1.1671
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2267 1.6507
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .1703 .8032 ,.
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .6133 .7333
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 'OR
Summaries of March, 1991
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases ;
For Bntire Population .7165 1.5701 ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL 'rIME 11110EX 1.1133 2.4736
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5811 .7586
"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4533 .7031
"Total Cases .. 229
Missing Cases. , OR 2.2 PeT.
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S~rie.of TOPOLICY April, 195'1
Variable Value ......, Meoln Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population
."634- 1.5414-
'"
DEPM£AS , TOTAL TIMB INDEX 1.1216 2.4514 ,.
D£PME:.\S , FREQUENCY INDEX .61]3
.7JJJ
"OtPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5600 .n9'
"Total elise" .. >SO
Missing Cases .. 26 OR 10.4 PCT.
SUrM'Ial:"ies of TPLUSI May, 15191
Vllriable Value Label Mean Scd Dey CalJes
For Entire Population .9236 1.9'61 ",
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIHE INDEX 1.4145 3.1785
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .1368 .94))
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .6234 .1590
"Total Cases .. >SO
Hissing Cases .. ::a OR 8.4 PeT.
S~riu of TPLUS2 June, 1991
Variable Value Label Mean Sed Dev Citses
For Entire Population .1751 1.7449 ",
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIMB INDEX 1.3224 2.8044
"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5526 .6811
"DEPHEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4545 .6195
"
Total C""8S .. >SO
Missing C"ses .. 21 OR ,., PCT.
Summaries of TPLUSI July. 1991
variable Value ""..., ....n Std Dev Cases i
For Entire Popubtion .6441 2.2393 ,,,
DEPHEAS , TOTAL TIHB INDEX 1.1!I09 3.7)54
"DE.......,
, PREQUSNCY INDEX ..U47 .6548
"D£PMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3506 .6234
"
Total Cases. >SO
Missing Cases. 21 OR '.0 PCT.
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summariea of TPl.US4. Auguat, 1991
Va:dable Value LObel Mean St~ Dev Cases
For Entire Popu~... tion .6659 1.8139 no
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INOSX 1.0855 2.9079
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCV INDEX .5000 .8246
"DE?MEAS , SIlORT TERM INDEX .4156 .7669
"
Total Cases .. 'SOMiaaing Cases .. 21 OR 8.4 PCT.
Summllries of TPLUSS September,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Enth'e population .nos 2.0963 ".
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.5987 3.3794
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6447 .7951
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4935 .7543
"
Total cases ..
'"Missing Cllaes • 21 OR 8.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS6 October, 1991
variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .7638 1.9927
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.3141 3.2485
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5513 .1498 7B
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM timEX .4304 .6921
"
Total Cases ...
'"Missing Cases ... lS OR 6.0 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS7 November,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases i
For Entire Population .6765 1.9504
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0886 3.2063
"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4937 .7138
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4500 .7098 eo
Total Cases ..
'"Mi.llsing CalleS .. 12 OR 4.8 PCT.
'"
Summaries of TPLUSa December, 1991
Vat'iable Value Label Mean Std Dev Canes
For Entire Population .1$84- 2.2599
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME I»DEX 1.2975 3.7813
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5190 .6173
"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM INDEX .4625 .6151 eo
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 12 OR 4.8 ?cr.
SUlI\IMries of January. 1992
Val"iable Value Label Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .9606 2.7714 2U
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.7813 4.1>100 eo
DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY ItroEX .5875 .7238 eo
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM ItIDEK .5195 .7265
"
Total Cases.
'"Miasing CasE!a .. , OR 3.6 PCT.
Summaries of February, 1992
variable Value Label MClin Std Dev
For Enti':e Population .734.4 1.8591
DEPMEAS , TOTPJ. TIME INDEX 1.2125 2.9911 eo
OEPMEAF 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5375 .7786 eo
DEPMEA 3 SHORT TERM INnE": .4568 .7425
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases .. , OR 3.6 PCT.
summaries of TPLUSll March, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases I
For Entire Population .8!la 2.11116
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.4625 3.4492
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUtNCY INDEX .6625 .7786 80
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5556 .7583
"
Total Cases. 250
Missing Cases. , OR 3.6 PCT.
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summaries of TPLUS12 April, 1992
Varillble Value "'bel Mean Std Dcv CaGcs
For Entire Population .7350 2.1620
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.24]6 3.5123
"DEf'MEAS , FREQUE},';Y INDEX .5128 .8489
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4487 .8320
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing CaGes .. 18 OR
Summaries of TPLUSlJ May,
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev cases
For Entire population .6414 1.5282
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9423 2.4574
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5256 .6785
"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TE:RM INDEX .4744 .6591
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases .. 19 OR
summaries of TPLUS14 June, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5321 1.5469
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .8141 2.5356
"DEPM&AS , ;~~~~~~~I~~x .4103 .5907 "DEPM8AS 3 .3'H8 .5835
"
Total Cases ..
'"Misdng Cascs .. 18 OR
'iummaries of TPLUS1S July. 1992
Variable Vlllue "'bel Melln Std Oev Cases I
For Entire Population .7089 1.9888 237
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2785 3.2863
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4810 .6173
"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3611 .5353
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 15 OR
151
Summaries of August,
Vo'JX'iable Value Label Mean Std Dev CaGCS
For Entire Population .7125 1.9133
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2250 3,2164
"D£PMEAS , FREQUENCY llIDEX .sooo .6936
"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4125 .6S01
"Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 12 OR 4.8 PCT,
Summal;ies of TPLOS17 September, 1992
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cilnes
For Entire Population .7S00 1.4113 ~40
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1500 2.2082
"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6000 .7044
"Ol;:PMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .sooo .6364
"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases· 12 OR 4.8 PCT.
Summarics of TPLUS18 October,
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Canes
For Entire Population .7604 1.59'19
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2063 2.5417
"DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY ItIDEX .5150 .6894
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX ,5000 .6751
"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases. 12 OR 4.8 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS19 November, 1992
Variable ValUE: Label Mean Std Dev CilSCB I
For Entire Population .8104 1.4602 ,.,
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0938 2.1657 SO
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6875 .9084
"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .6500 .9015
"
Total Cases. 252
Missing Cases .. 12 OR
152
SUIM\.lrles of December, 1992
Variable Value Label Mean Std. Dev Cases
FOI: Entire Population .9250 1.4130 24'
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.3625 2.2190 SO
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .7625 .6413 SO
DEPMf:AS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .6500 .6384 SO
Total Cases
'" '.BMiGsing CSSBS 12 OR POT.
summaries of TPLUS21 January, 1993
Variable Value
..."'" Mean Std Oev Ca'lesFor Entire Population .7500 1.6886
'"
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.2125 2.6906 SO
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5150 .1425 SO
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4.625 .1106 SO
Total Caoca
'" '.BMissing CaS(!B 12 OR PCT.
SUlI'Jllarics of TPLUS22 February, 1993
Variable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire Population .7542 1.14.11
'"
OHPMf:JIS , TOTAL TIME rmlEX 1.0375 1.7021 SO
DEPMe1'.S , FR~;O\1ENC'{ INDEX .6625 .6925 SO
DEPME:AS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .5625 .5901 SO
Total Cases
· '"Missing Cases
·
12 OR '.B PCI'.
Summaries of TPLUS23 March, 1993
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases i
,,, Entire population .1417 1.7163
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1625 2.6835 eo
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5150 .8535 eo
OEPMEAS 3 SIlORT TERM INDEX .4 .. 75 .8418 eo
Total cases
· '"Miasing Cases
·
12 OR '.B PCT.
Appendix E
TTl, Fl and STI measureD for
All Departments Combined
SPSS/PC PRINTOUTS 0 .. TOTAL TIHE. FREQUENCY AND SHORT TERH INDICES
"OR ALL DEPAJlTK£NTS C'OKBlNED
••• SJGNlFlES THE LOCATION OF TtlE HEANS
15<
SUlIIl\O)ries of 'I14INUSH
Variable Value Lillbel Mean Std Dev Caselli
'0' Entire Population .5141 .9982 m
DHpr~EJ\S , TOTAL TIME INDEX .6158 1.4329 m
Or:PI1EAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4146 .6996 m
m:PMl::AS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4520 .6650 m
Total C.. seo
'"Mi!loing CallCG 316 OR
S\lRIloilries of THINUS23
V.. riable Value Label I':ean Std Dev cases
'0' ~,,"ire Popt.'fttion .4961 .9SIS ..,
Ol-;PHEAS , TOTAL TIME H,"'" .SIIO 1.3431 no
DEPH&AS , ~:~~RH INDEX .4673 .6895 n.DEI"U:A$ , 'NO'" .4398 .6655 n,
Tolal Callcs ,,,
HinGing Cases :51 OR
summaries of TMlNUS22
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
'0' Entire population .56'5 1.0932 OS>
DEPM£A5 , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7202 1.6600
'"DEPMEAS
, FREQUENCY IIIDEX .5185 .6395 no
Dl::PM!::AS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4633 .6229
'"TOU,l Cases ,,,
Missing Cases 2SS OR 28.1 "".
Summaries of ntlNUS21
Variable Value Label Hen. Std Dev Cases
'0' Ent.ire Population .4411 1.0823
'"DEI'MEAS
, TOTAL TIME INDEX .6279 1.6587 m
DEPHEAS , FREQUENCY 'NO'" .3556 .59150 mDF.PMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .])92 .598:: m
Total Clloes
'"Missing Cases m OR 25.1 PCT.
Suanariea of
Variable V"lue Lobel
''',,"
Std Dey Caoes
'0< Entire Population .S547 1.0687
'8S
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7162 1.5708 ",
OSPMEAS , FREQUENCY WDR>< .5000 .7055
'"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX ."",,, .6516
'"
Total Cases
'"Missing Cases
'"
DR 24.5 'CT.
sunvnarielO of
Variable Value Lobe' M'''" Std Dey C""oes,,, Entire Population .5583 1.4339 GOO
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIHE "'DR>< .8848 2.2131
''0
DEPMEAS ,
"""""ev 'NOR>< .4336 .6617 '"DJ:;PMEAS J SHORT TERM 'NOR>< .3550 .U53 ",
Total Ca,es
'"Missing Cases . 21!l' OR
SUlM\ilrlea of THlNUS18
Variable V"lue Lobel l~ean Std oey CaDes
'0< Entire Population .6088 1.6671 ,,.
OEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9375 2.6810 m
OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4805 .'133)
'"OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX . ~069 .6116
'"
Total Casco
'"Missing Cases 213 OR 23.5 "OT.
Summaries of
Variable V.lue Lobel Me," Std Dev CaDes
'0< Rntire PQpulation .SU9 .8969 'OJ
OE"""-'S , TOTAL TIME 'NOR>< .6404 1.2297
'"DEPMEAS , 'REOUEN<Y INDEX .4765 .6780 ,,.
DEPMEA5 J SHORT TEKM 'NOR>< .4423 .6501 ,,.
Total C"ses ,.,
Missing Cases . 204 OR 22.5 "OT •
Summaries of TKINUS16
Variable Value Label Mean Std Oev Cases
For Entire Population .4431 1.0118
'"
D<:PMEAS , TOTAL TIME InDElC .6064 1.5048 2J5
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .3889 .6538
'"D<:PMEAS , SHORT TERl~ InDEX .3333 .6146
'"
Total Cases ..
'"MiBsing Cases .. 204 OR
Summaries of TKlNUS15
variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .7152 1.6632 m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX *1.1498 2.6684
'"OEPMEAS , FRF.QUENCY INDEX .5485 .7092
'"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM ItmEX .4473 .639B
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Canes .. 196 OR
Summaries of TKlNUSU
Variable Value Label l~ean Std Oev Cases
For Entire population .1026 1.4891 123
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INOEX .9r.16 2.3067 2H
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5975 .8113
'"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5228 .1531 2H
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 184 OR
Summarie'lof TMlNUS13
Variable Valua Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6833 1.5240 72J
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9710 2.4112
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5809 .1379 2H
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4979 .7078 2H
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 184 OR 20.3 peT.
Summaries of TMINUS:!.2
Variable Value L;lbel />Ican Std Dev Ci'lSCS
For Entire population .5300 1.1065
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .7129 1.6793
'"DEPMEAS
, FREQIJENCY INDEX .4667 .6565 m
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM lNDEX .4102 .613<1
'"Totsl Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 67 OR
Sutrllllaries of TMINUSll
Variable Value Label />lean Std Dev C,Hlell
For Entire population .6144 1.3776 m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8992 2.1294
'"DEPMElIS
, FREQUENCY INDEX .5907 .7741
'"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5346 .7158 ,,,
Total Cases. ".Missing Cases. 57 OR
SU!TIIMries of TMINUSI0
V<'Idable Value Label Mean Std Dev Callcs
For Entire Population .6429 1.5082 m
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9128 2.'1024
'"DEPMElIS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5444 .7159
'"DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4731 .6830 ,,,
Total Calles ..
'"Missins Cases .. 57 OR
Summaries of TMINUS9
Variable Value Label Mean std Dev Cill>(!s
For Entire Population .5659 1.5128 ".
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX *.8521 2.4104 m
CEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX *.4574 .7275
'"CEPHEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX *.3900 .6636 m
Total Casell ..
'"Missins CaseS .. 60 OR 7.2 PeT.
SUlM1aries of TlUNUSB
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
por Entire Population .6718 1.5423 no
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TlME INPEX 1.0156 2.45"18
'"DEPMEAS , PREQUENCY INDEX .5368 .7164
'"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4653 .6653
'"
Total Cases ~
'"Missing Cases. 60 OR
Summaries of TMINUS7
Variable value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire Population .6899 1.326"1 no
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9922 2.0"100
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5853 .6964
'"DEPMEAS J SHORT TEIU~ INDEX .4942 .6310 259
Tot",l C:lses •
'"Missing CaDes. 60 OR
Summaries of
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire population .6693 1.6241 no
DEPMEAS J TOTAL TIME INDEX *1.011"1 2.6119
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5465 • "1111
'"DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .4517 .6710
'"
Total Cases·
'"Missing Cases. 60 OR
Summaries of TMINUSS
Variable Value "'be> Mean Std Dey Cases
For Entire Population .632"1 1.4609 ,eo
OEPMEAS , TO,'AL TIME INDEX .9556 2.3429 259
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5115 .6546
'"OEPMEAS J SHOR'r TERM INDEX .4330 .6015
'"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 54 OR 6.5 PCT.
Summaries of "tHINUS.(
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev C.UI(!S
For Entire Population .6586 1.2150
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8467 1.7812
'"DEI'MEAS
, FREQUENCY INDEX
.5923 .7879 ,GO
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5364 .7669
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cas<:!s .. 52 OR
Summaries of
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CM,CD
For Entire PopUlation .1526 1.3886
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME 1.IDEX "'1.0479 2.1133
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6462 .7895
""DEPMEAS J SHORT TeRM INDEX .5632 .7550
'"
Total Cases .. "4
Missing Cases .. 52 OR
summaries of THlNUS2
Variable Value La"'" Mean Std Dev C.."'c!lFor Entire population • 743-4 1.2809 '/85
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX *1.0833 1.9300 ,..
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX •. 62-42 .7208 'GO
DEPMEAS J SHORT TERM INDEX .5184 .6927
'"
Total Cases .. "4Missing Cases .. 490:1 5.9 PCT.
Summaries of TMINUSI
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev CalJes
For Entire population .6361 1.4173
'"
!)EPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9547 2.2023
'"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5192 .7270 'GO
OEPMEAS J SHORT TERM IN'OEX .4291 .6735
'"
Total Cases .. OJ<
Missing Call'::::" .. -48 OR 5.8 PCT.
Summaries of TOPOLICY (Policy introducod)
Variable Value Label Mean Std £lev Cases
For Entire Popuilltion .7177 1.3500
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9"Q 2.0762
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6. , .1731 '66
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5639 .740B '66
Totsl Cases.
'"Missing Cases· 129 OR
Summaries of TPLtlSl
variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For entire Population .6819 1.5479
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9869 2.4781
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5673 .7436 m
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .5000 .6902
'"
Total Casco.
'"Missing casell • 99 OR
Summaries of TPLUS2
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire population .1179 1.5981 622
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.1079 2.5200
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5'52 .7576
'"OEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4910 .7353
'"
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 96 OR
Summariell of TPLU93
Variable value Label Mean Std £lev Cases
For Entire Population .6067 1.8063
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0474 2.9998 274
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4220 .6447 262
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3640 .5890
'"
Total Casell •
'"Missing Cases .. 79 OR 9.n
Summaries of TPLUS4I
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .6412 1.9141
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0985 3.1541 ,,,
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4557 .7250
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3834 .6595 3B3
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 7<> OR 8.6 PCT.
summaries of TPL\lSS
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cilllea
For Entire Population .7010 1.6416
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TII'E INDEX 1.0549 2.6228 m
DEPM£AS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5658 .7710 m
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4929 .7510 :182
Total Cases '"' 919
"'issing Cases '"' E2 OR 8.9 PCT.2
Summaries ot: TPLUSlj:
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Calles
For Entire Population .6609 1.4993
'"
DEPMEAS 3 TOTAL TIME INDEX ·1.0200 2.4030 m
DEPI'EAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5300 .6957 3B3
DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4431 .6460
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 76 OR
Sl,l!1'<J\ll,ries of
variable value Label Mean Std Dev C'UHHI
For Entire fopulation .6167 1.5190
'"
DEPMEAS 3 TOTAL TIME INDEX .9134 2.4524 on
DEP~;EAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5018 .6952
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .444l. .6505
'"
Total cases '"' 919
Missing Cases '"' 70 OR 7.6 PeT.
summaries of TPLUa8
Variable Value Label Mean Std oev Cases
For Entire Population .6049 1.4160 853
OEPME1\5 , TOTAL TIME ImJEX .9669 2.2694
'"DEPMEl'IS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5017 .6787
'"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4549 .6504
'"
Total Calles "'
'"Mills!ng Cases. 65 OR
SUTTmaries of TPLUS9
Variable Value Label Mean std Oev Cases
POl" Entire Population .6455 1.7929 8S9
DEPHEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0519 2.9436 '80
DEPMEJ\S , FREQUENCY INDEX .4740 .6510
'"OEPME1\5 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4241 .6412 '90
'rotal Cases ..
'"Missing Cases. 59 OR 6.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUSI0
Variabl<!. Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .6211 1.3557 8S9
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9339 2.1218 280
DEPMEAS , FREQlJENCY INDEX .5097 .7319
'"OEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4310 .6590 '90
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 59 OR
Summaries of TPLUSll
Va!:iable Value !..abel Mean Std ~ev Cases
Fo!: Entire Population .6816 1.5447 8S9
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0339 2.4706
'"O~PMEAS , FREQUENCY Il'lDEX .5467 .7303
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .4759 .6918
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases. 59 OR 6.4 PCT.
Summaries of TPLUS12
Variable Value Label "'ean Std Dev C!tses
For Entire Population .1043 1.4616 ,6<
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9139 2.2345
'"OEPMEl\S , FREQUENCY INDEX .60S5 .8437
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .S341 .9214 2B'
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 68 OR 1.3 PCT.
Summaries of TPLOS13
Variable Value Label ~'ean Std Dev C<loes
For Entire Population .S519 1.1141
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .1414 1.6121
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4891 .6910
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM IlmEX .4433 .6S34
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing t:ases .. 59 OR 6.3 PCT.
sumr,~',ries of TPLUSU
V.,ri.,ble Value Label MCBn Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5569 1.1991
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME IlmEX .12?? 1.8348
'"DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4864 .6698
'"DEPMEAS 3 SHORT TERM IlmEX .4S13 .6316
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Miasing Cases .. S3 OR
Summaries of TPLUS15
V...riable Value Label Mean Std nov CaDCS
For Entire Population .6063 1.S9S1 SO.
OEPMEJ\S , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9663 2.5878
'"OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .464.9 .6461
'"DEPM£1I.S 3 SHORT TERM INDEX .3893 .6054
'"
Total Cases ..
'" 4.1 PCT.Missing Cases .. 38 OR
Summariell of TPLUS16
variable value LaOOl Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5150 1.261.2 '00
IlEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INilEX .1341 1.9819 ,,,
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4352 .6480 301
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .3161 .5910 '00
Total C,lses •
'"MiB8ing CaBes • 32 OR
Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
For Entire Population .5981 1.0965
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .8003 1.6116
'"DI>PMEAS , ~"REQUENC'/ INDEX .5233 .1055
'"DRPMEAS , SHORT TI>RM INDEX .4716 .6818 ",
Total Cases.
'"Misaing Cases. 35 OR
SUTlVllariea of
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
for Entire Population .5661 1.3518 '00
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX .8311 2.1400 ",
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .4568 .6694 101
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4111 .6502 '00
Total Cases •
'"Missing Cases. 32 OR
SUlI'fIlariea of
Variable value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
~"or Entire Population .H53 1.6032
'"
DEPMEAS 1 TOTAL TIME INDEX 1.0500 2.5213 '00
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .6093 .1943
'"DEPMEAS
, SHORT TERM ImJEX .5482 .1801 301
Total Cases.
'"Missing Cases. 29 OR 3.1 PCT.
SUlMlariesof TPLUS20
Variable Value Label Me"n Std Dey Cases
For Entire Population .1016 1.4H6 903
DEPMEllS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .9883 2.1844 ".OEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5921 .8210
'"OEPME:llS , SHORT TERM INOEX .5249 .7939 30>
Total Cases"
'"Missing Ca:les .. 29 OR
Summaries of TPLUS21
Variable Value Label Melln Std DeY Ca:lell
For Entire Population .6151 1.2024 903
DEPMEllS , TOTAL TIME INDEX .8161 1.8515 ".DEPMEAS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5199 .6601
'"DEPMEllS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4518 .6233 30>
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 29 OR
SUlMlaries of TPLUS22
Variable Valut:! Lllbcl Mean Std DaY Casell
For Entire Population .1323 1.5330 go,
DEPME1IS , TOTAL TIME INDEX ·1.1119 2.4369 30>
DEPME1IS 2 FREQUENCY INDEX .5941 .6931 )OJ
DEPMEAS , SHORT TERM INDEX .4868 .6608
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 26 OR
Summaries of TPLUS23
Variable value Label Mean Std Day CaMS
For Entire Population .6518 1.7614
'"
DEPMEAS , TOTAL TIME INDEX ·1.0066 2.8390 30>
DEPMEAS , FREQUENCY INDEX .5149 .7621 )OJ
DEPME1IS , SHORT TERM !IIDEX .4536 .7265
'"
Total Cases ..
'"Missing Cases .. 26 OR 2.8 PeT.
1.
2.
3.




